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METAPHYSICAL SERIES
The Magic of Metaphysics Produces the Magical Mind

It enables one to understand how to handle Thought and how Psychology and Metaphysics at their high point, lifts one into the understanding of 
the Spirit of Truth, where one becomes his own High Priest and absolves himself.

The great books and lessons below give basic fundamental cosmic principles that lifts the keynote of the consciousness, which enables the reader to 
understand that Man is a little Universe, and that in understanding himself he understands the big universe.

LIST OF BOOKS AND LESSONS
Woman and Super-Woman, shows the meaning of the cycles and 

cyclic law, why this is the Woman’s Age, and should be read by 
every woman, and men as well.................................................................. $2.00

Stanzas of Dzjn (Theogenesis)......................................................................... 5.00
Hermetic Science of Motion and Number............................................. 7.50
Hermetic Fundamentals Revealed ................................ ................... 7.50
Hermetic Consciousness Unveiled.......................................................  7.50

Magic ............  $7.50
Phreno-garten System, twelve lessons on how to develop the 12

brain faculties (typewritten) .................................... ............................ ... 7.50
Metaphysical Healing, first set of 13 lessons (typewritten)........ ......  7.50
Metaphysical Healing, second set (typewritten)....... ............. „.........   7.50
Occult Geometry (typewritten) ............ .......................................   7.50
The Secret Sermon on the Mount dr Way of Rebirth (typewritten) 7.50

These books and lessons are unequalled as they show how illumination and initiation is attained. They help the reader on all planes, material, mental 
and spiritual, as their wisdom can be put into practice in the daily life.

Each book and lesson is complete in itself, but they will be best understood by reading them in the sequence they are named. A complete descrip
tion of the contents of each book or lesson, will be sent free of cost upon request. The outline of the contents of the book Hermetic Science of Motion 
and Number shows how there is but one atom, and that it has four aspects, physical, astral, mental, etc. Shows how molecules are formed, makes plain 
the law of rhythm, and how the universe is produced through the Music of the Spheres. It also makes plain the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh dimen
sions of space. Few books give such practical and useful information. They are written so a layman can understand what they contain.

The outline below of the contents of Motion and Number will give the reader some idea of how great all the books and lessons are, and it should 
be read carefully, so as to get an idea of how truly great all the other books and lessons are.

CONTENTS OF HERMETIC SCIENCE OF MOTION AND NUMBER
Lesson 1—THE LAW OF MOTION—Showing how all material forms 

are definite rates of motion in the Ether and the energies and 
forces of Nature merely definite rates of motion.

Lesson 2—THE LAW OF OPPOSITES—Showing the electric, magnetic 
polarity of all things in Nature, as the cause of their differen
tiation, thus giving the key to things in themselves viewed in 
the abstract and not merely in the relative and concrete.

Lesson 3—THE LAW OF BALANCE—Showing the perfect balance 
of all things when the pairs of opposites are equilibrated.

Lesson 4—THE LAW OF RHYTHM—Showing all opposite principles 
to be merely positive and negative poles of the same thing.

Lesson 5—THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES—Showing the Music 
of the Spheres to be a fact in Nature and the relation of same 
to Astronomy and vibration.

Lesson 6—THE RHYTHM OF LIFE—Showing the nature of Life and 
giving an analysis of the Rhythm which results in life.

Lesson 7—THE RHYTHM OF MIND—Giving the nature of mind 
and rhythm which manifests itself as mind, giving the origin

of diverse faculties and the cause of the various functional 
areas of the brain, the genesis of Thought.

Lesson 8—THE KEYNOTE—Showing the organization and integrity 
of all bodies to be the harmonious co-operation of the vibratory 
forces constituting them, and gravitation shown to be merely 
a matter of the Keynote applied to molecular vibration.

Lesson 9—THE ESOTERIC MEANING OF COLOR—Showing that 
the color of any object depends upon the rate of vibration 
within the component atom, also giving the signification of all 
auric colors.

Lesson 10—THE BUILDING OF THE COSMOS—Showing conclu
sively that all form is merely a result of definite rates of 
vibration, and that the cosmos was built through vibration.

Lesson 11—THE FOURTH DIMENSION OF SPACE—Being an 
analytical discussion of the Fourth Dimension.

Lesson 12—THE FIFTH DIMENSION OF SPACE—In this lesson 
the principal vibration is extended to the discussion of the 
Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Dimensions of Space.

Being private lessons in book form, or nicely typed and bound, they are very cheap at the price quoted. This is made plain by the fact that students 
getting any one of the Raleigh books are not satisfied until they get the complete series, which in itself testifies to their value.
There are also four little brochures by Raleigh, that sell at $1.00 each. See titles below:
The Central Spiritual Sun and the Virgin of the World.............$1.00 The Law of Karma ...........................................................................  $1.00
The Lakshmi Avatar, Lakshmi and the Gopis.................................... 1.00 The Two Paths, or the Parting of the Ways.........................................  1.00

ALCHEMICAL SERIES
Alchemy the Artist of the Soul and Magician of the Spirit

The Great Books Long Out of Print By Thrice Greatest Hermes are Now Available
Their greatness is made manifest in their having come down to us through the long past and having stood the test of time. These books were so 

rare, difficult to find and high priced, they were out of reach of most Truth Seekers until Dr. A. S. Raleigh not only printed but interpreted the best 
of the sermons of Thrice Greatest Hermes.

Each book contains the full text of one of the sermons and also takes up each verse of the text and interprets it in such a lucid way that it is made 
crystal clear to the reader.

Dr. Raleigh was the first to reach the consciousness to interpret these great books which are wisdom itself, and make them available to the public. 
The titles of the Hermetic and Alchemical Series are as follows:

The Shepherd of Men..................................................-.................................. $2.50
Philosophia Hermética ...................................................................................... 7.50
Scientifica Hermética .................................................................................... - 7.50
Hermetic Art ....................................................................................................... 7.50

Philosophy of Alchemy ............................................................................ $7.50
Science of Alchemy ...................................................... .................................... 7.50
Speculative Art of Alchemy ..........................................................................  7.50

The above great works are something more than books, as they are the private lessons that Raleigh gave to his personal pupils.
The outline below, showing what the book called THE SCIENCE OF ALCHEMY contains, will give the reader some idea of how great all these 

books by Dr. Raleigh are.
The Science of Alchemy is the first book to uncover the mystery of Alchemy and to actually give the formula for the consummation of the GREAT 

WORK, and reveal the secret of Self-Immortalization. The outline gives the nine Hermetic Disciplines showing in plain English how the transmutation 
of Soul and Life is brought about, by which Man becomes Aeonian or Eternal rather than merely immortal. It shows how through Alchemy to discipline 
the mind and the nine formulas given are also interpreted so that the book gives the fundamental principles of the hidden Alchemical Secrets of 
Practical Alchemy.

THE NINE ALCHEMICAL DISCIPLINES
1st—How to function in the Formless or the FOURTH DIMENSION, or 

to appear and disappear at will.
2nd—How to function the mind so that it objectifies Thought, or makes 

the subjective objective.
3rd—How to travel in foreign countries, as the Masons term it, that is, 

be instantly in whatever place you desire.
4th—How to become omnipresent throughout the Cosmos and in extra Cosmic 

space as well.

5th—How to relate the Form and the Formless and transcend both.
6th—How to transcend Time and function in Eternity and become 

Aeonian.
7th—How Death is overcome and omnipotence understood.
8th—How to unite the lower and higher self, or the Mortal and Immortal 

Mind.
9th—How to unify the eight alchemical disciplines to the point where you 

are all these conditions at once.

Each book named above is complete in itself, hence the reader can start his study with any book he sees fit, however, the complete set would be
best understood by commencing with the Philosophia Hermética and to read the others in the order they are named.

Being the private lessons Raleigh gave his personal pupils and interpreting the immortal books of Hermes Trismegistus, the books are very cheap
at $7.50 each.

1900 N. Clark St. THE OCCULT BOOK MART Chicago, Illinois
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^©DITORIALS IN (©UNI
Without Fear or Favor

The Child Labor Law

LOVERS of children—parents of average mental
ity—are you willing to let subnormal men and

i women make laws to govern your children? 
The men and women in our Legislature who voted to 
kill the child labor amendment in the several States 
in our Union are not mentally or spiritually fit to 
represent you on any vital question.

Child labor must be abolished if we are ever to 
preserve our Nation and raise our standard of 
quality to a point where men and women can live 
for principle—for advancement—and have an 
equal chance to maintain a livelihood enabling 
them to care for and educate their children, thus 
fitting them to be good citizens. Abolishing child 
labor will decrease the population of our prisons, 
asylums for the insane and our poorhouses.

WAKE UP, VOTERS, AND UNSEAT UN
WORTHY LEGISLATORS IN YOUR STATE 
CAPITALS.

Astral Planes and Spheres

WE READ so much about the high and low 
astral planes and our own dear loved ones ac
cording to these writers and lecturers are al

ways called the messengers of the low astral planes. 
Have our own loved ones become degenerates be
cause they love us enough to visit us and strive to 
help us in healing and directing us and instructing 
us that we may more easily find our way on the 
mortal path ?

Nay, Nay, dear Reader, there are no high or low 
planes; there are no boundary lines. Each soul 
lives in the atmosphere he creates and is naturally 
attracted to those things and people who harmon
ize with him. The Spirit World as it is called is 
not divided into spheres and planes. It is a state 
of existence to which we become heirs, with no 
questions asked and no restrictions aside from 
those we take with us. There are no Lords, Kings, 
or Masters who rule our lives. We choose the place 
v/here we dwell and the things we do and we go on 
seeking a better way to live if that is our natural 
bent. There are “no trespass” signs and no courts 
of law, each one being his own judge and director. 
We must obey the law of nature if we would travel 
a highway of peace and plenty.

When we learn the laws of nature and obey them 
while in the flesh, we have very little trouble and 
do not make trouble for others. The whole diffi
culty lies in our inability to learn the laws of na
ture. Society and the many creeds have made the 
human race into a world of puppets through their

erroneous and distorted visions of an After Lift 
to which no sane person could subscribe. Let us 
eradicate from our minds all the teachings—Chris
tian, Mohammedan, Buddhist and the modern con
glomerations of all of them and clarify our visioi 
about Life after Death. Let us join forces with 
all nature and become one with them, whether thej 
be of the earth, the water or the air, a blade oi 
grass, a flower, a tree, a pebble on the beach 01 
the rocks along the coast. Visualize Nature anc 
place man in the picture in his own true light, jusi 
one among the many forms of created life and ther 
gaze upon the picture and ask yourself—are yoi 
placed here as a judge—has it been given to yoi 
the power to crush? Nature never made a heaver 
for man and annihilation to all other creatures 
Nature says, “0 Man of My Creation, Be Noble 
Be Kind, Be Constructive and Inherit Life! Dwel 
in Peace with All Other Forms of Life.”

The earth life is one phase of expression, the 
Spirit life is another wherein we can correct the 
errors of our physical life. Visualize the people 
of the earth as in groups, some mighty good anc 
some not so good. The good and bad are separatee 
only by the Law of Desire. Each individual is i 
law unto himself, going about the business of liv
ing as he sees it. He may be educated, refined 01 
the reverse. He may be an intellectual or an im
becile. Nature does not exalt one and debase an
other. Man and man alone has made that law foi 
himself and his fellow man.

In the Life After Death, man takes with him his 
baser self as well as his higher self and the struggle 
goes on until through the visualization of his owr 
great Soul, he becomes one with nature’s Law, ir 
other words until he realizes his true relation wit! 
nature’s Law. The planes and spheres we hear sc 
much about is just man trying to exalt himseli 
above his brother. Nature does not do that. Nature 
never raised a Throne, never created a King—Na
ture says all are equal at birth and all are equal al 
the bar of justice. Man is his own judge and anj 
man who can say to his own Soul I have fulfill« 
your obligations, 0 My Soul, I await your judg 
ment—he is ready to sit in the council chamber; 
with the conquerors. The Law, not man, create; 
and each soul must answer to the call of th; 
CONQUEROR.

Let us conceive man in his nobility, his onenes; 
with nature and forget the planes, spheres and re 
wards; forget all you have been taught about t 
Heaven and Hell and all their trimmings. Refuse al 
theories and probabilities and find YOUR OWb 
LAW. That is all that counts in an After Life 
Find it now and here and then you will be in har
mony with Life and Life is Eternal Progress.
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ALCHEMY OF TIME
By “DAWN”

IT has been said “TIME AT LAST 
1 SETS ALL THINGS EVEN.” This 
declaration like all parables and wise 
sayings is hard to interpret unless the 
hearer or reader knows something 
about the power of the spoken word as 
well as the written word in that “The 
PEN is MIGHTIER than the SWORD,” 
the Lens Mightier than Pen, “A PIC
TURE MORE EXPRESSIVE than Ten 
THOUSAND WORDS,” Thought 
Mightier than the LENS, which brings 
us to the point of beginning in ABSO- 
LUTE or the ALCHEMY of 
THOUGHT.

In order that the reader might in
telligently digest that which is written 
herewith it shall be necessary to set 
forth first a concise definition of the 
word ALCHEMY which is best given 
bv the one man PHILIPPUS THEO
PHRASTUS BOMBAST of Hohenheim 
generally known by the more familiar 
name of PARACELSUS in reality the 
FOUNDER of THEOSOPHY;

“Alchemy. — A science by which 
things may not only be decomposed and 
recomposed (as is done in Chemistry), 
but by which their essential nature may 
be changed and raised higher, or be 
transmuted into each other. Chemistry 
deals with dead matter alone, but Al
chemy uses life as a factor. Every
thing is of a threefold nature, of which 
its material and objective form is its 
lowest manifestation. There is, for in
stance, immaterial spiritual gold, ethe
real fluid, and invisible astral gold, 
and the solid visible, material and 
earthly gold. The two former are, so 
to say, the spirit and soul of the latter, 
and by employing powers of the soul 
we may induce changes in them that 
they may become visible in the objec
tive state. Certain external manipula
tions may assist the powers of the soul 
in their work; but without the posses
sion of the latter the former will be 
perfectly useless. Alchemical processes 
can therefore only be successfully un
dertaken by one who is an Alchemist 
by birth or by education. Everything 
being of a threefold nature, there is a 
threefold aspect of ALCHEMY. In its 
higher aspect it teaches the regenera
tion of the spiritual man, the purifica
tion of the mind, thought, and will, the 
ennobling of all the faculties of the 
soul. In its lower aspect it deals with 
physical substances, and as it leaves 
the realm of the living soul, and steps 
down to hard matter, it ends in the sci
ence of modern chemistry of the present 
day in its lowest form.”

Please bear in mind, dear reader, that 
the above definition was evolved by a 
gentleman who was born in 1493. Then 
it shall be my pleasure to evolve the 
Alchemic meaning of TIME. If we 
turn to the symbols that denote the 
seven sounds of the musical scale DO, 
RA, ME, FA, SO, LA, SI, which re

cently was changed to TI, we are able 
to form them as an acrostic A METAL 
ROD SOFIA. The metal rod of the 
chief musician or better his Baton with 
which he leads his fellow musicians to 
the entertainment of his Queen SOFIA 
which takes us back to the time of 
ancient ALLAH when the seventh 
sound was symbolized TI which means 
truth, T in invention, I and as we all 
should know the first blade of steel was 
called AGLA and made in Africa. Take 
then this word time and note the first 
two letters from the seventh note of the 
musical scale and the last two letters 
the third note of the musical scale. 
Hence the seven orders of people or 
the seven churches and the three condi
tions, earth, air and water, all of the 
Sun which in Egypt is called RA agree
ing with the symbol of the second note. 
Now then 7 plus 3 are Ten and if you 
take the ten fingers and contact them 
your hands form a ball or in symbol 
the shape of the sun which science is 
a bit slow in telling the world by way 
of enlightenment is a sphere of Radium 
the source of all life by its transmuting 
through the air by gravitation and ra
diation to the Earth and all Life the 
Ultra Violet Ray of life giving essence. 
Dear reader the Atomic formula for 
Radium according to the chemist is Ra. 
or the natural regulations alchemic; 
this brings us to the first note of the 
musical scale or DO, which is Divine 
Order in all things.

Now in our musical hits of the pres
ent day we have “All the World is 
Looking for Sunshine” well in truth if 
we are correct we must look to RA, the 
sun, as the regulator even of TIME 
itself.

This brings to the word CALENDAR 
or the CAL (at) END (shall) (be) RA 
and hence the dove of peace C.A.L. 
Charles Augustus Lindbergh heralding 
sunshine as America’s ambassador in
ternationally as the dove of peace in 
the Infinite Opera which is being played 
daily to evolve the new era of enlighten
ment spoken of so often as the milleni- 
um.

The thirteen month idea has, only on 
account of superstition, however, 
stirred up a bit of resentment by im
posing on us all a systematic change 
that makes use of the numeral 13 but 
if it is true Christ was number thirteen 
at the Lord’s supper we will be able 
to live down this dogma. But like all 
things to be marketed or materialized 
we must have a name for this added 
month so that we might speak more in
timately about it. In as much as the 
Sun after all is the earth’s alarm clock 
why name it Sol which is really latin 
for sun when all months are just as 
well a part of the whole and are there
fore of the sun.

True enough the calendar in use to
day has served the world for centuries 
and is known as the Julian Calendar 

evolved by Caius Julius Caesar in the 
year approximately 60 B. C. When we 
stop long enough to consider that prac
tically the only thing that the world 
agrees on in this day and age is the 
calendar itself and that it is not correct 
and hence in error in its service to this 
present era it is really a matter of note 
and should be given careful study and 
calculated by the science of astronomy 
and any other interpretations that are 
available.

One of the world’s greatest astron
omers said that all that civilization 
needs at the present time is the law of 
Life in that we have so many inventions 
perfected at the present time that are 
for the comfort of us all and so few 
homes and individuals are able to avail 
themselves of them in that the cost of 
distribution is not within their means 
financially. This sad fact does not in
terfere however with the progress of 
science and invention and industry and 
enlightenment generally.

The international astronomers at 
Madrid, Spain, evolved their calcula
tions correcting the error in our pres
ent system in that the earth’s axis no 
longer tilts at an angle of 22% degrees 
but at an angle of between 21 and 22 
degrees which fact of course determines 
the actual time that it takes the earth 
to describe its path in the orbit about 
the SUN, one such revolution by defini
tion is called a year. Now from purely 
a standpoint of reason if one is born 
on a Tuesday and a year is a regular 
cycle why then does not this said an
nuity always come on a Tuesday?

The ETERNAL ONE, or better the 
Creator of all things, created man and 
woman and according to the one uni
versal necromic book, the BIBLE, it is 
written that Adam named all things 
that GOD created. The name man or 
better A MAN suggests a mathematical 
formula of four letters. Now if we 
turn back for wisdom innate we find 
a science of numerology which is the 
science of letters and numbers and 
their meanings when they are combined 
into words. This one combination is 
quite enough to evolve the real mean
ing of at this writing in that if we 
know its meaning we also know that 
everything that is evolved by the IN
FINITE to and in the earth plane is 
evolved through his instruments called 
actors or rather men and women all 
of whom are truly thoughts in the om
nipotent brain materialized with defi
nite purpose individually. In the most 
ancient wisdom on the planet of AT- 
LANTUS when and where the temple 
of God, the human body, was created, 
there were four OCCULT sciences, 
namely, ALCHEMY, the science of the 
chemistry of all life, gases, liquids, 
solids and the chemistry of life itself. 
Second the science of Mind, the channel

(Continued on page 31)
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The Fusion of Psychology With Religion
By PEARL M. HOLMES

T WAS born of orthodox parents, I was 
A reared in the orthodox church and 
I was serene in my expectation of dying 
in the orthodox church, but last week I 
had a caller.

As we talked she turned through a 
pile of magazines devoted to psychic 
matters. I smiled at the gingerly way 
in which she turned their pages and I 
asked her if she ever read any of them. 
She replied that she had dipped into 
them enough to know what they dealt 
with; my innocent question uncapped 
a volcano and hot and sulphuric lava 
of denunciation poured forth.

In her estimation I had forfeited the 
right to membership in our church—I 
had been guilty of diluting good old- 
fashioned religion with science. Certain 
subjects I had been investigating were 
works of the devil and to even touch 
pitch was to be defiled. She relieved 
her mind and when she had flounced 
righteously away, I sat down and took 
my mentality carefully apart, to see 
just how, when and where my views 
had diverged from my religious train
ing, for I had not been aware of change 
till my friend stated her grievances. 
I found that I had made the following 
changes from the dogma of the ortho
dox church, but I hate to give up the 
title of Christian (which I hope I have 
earned) because of them.

I have come to realize that God 
writes his laws in Nature, not in books! 
Great and wonderful books may be 
written about the laws regarding the 
spiritual value of man—but the books, 
even the Bible, are about the law— 
they are not the law!

God does not reveal his law to a 
single individual of a race speaking a 
tongue fast becoming obsolete. Expo
nents of certain laws spring up in every 
clime, among every people, but the law 
itself is universal.

I found farther that I had come to 
embrace the idea, that if religion is 
true, it has to be a science. And why 
not treat our religion scientifically? 
Has not the spiritual value of man 
been left to blind surmise and unen
lightened faith long enough? And 
when I speak of the spiritual value of 
man, I’m not referring to goodness or 
morality, but the power and qualities 
that man inherits from a Divine Pedi
gree.

The fact, if it is a fact, that man is 
immortal and holds in latency great 
powers, this fact should be investigated 
and the most important of all things to 
man be reduced to a working basis.

One of the first divergences of which 
I was aware was that the symbolic 
phrase, “Child of God,” is accepted as 
a real fact in my philosophy. I really 
believe that man holds in latency the 
creative powers of his Father. We 
know that when one’s child is so small 
that it can be held on the point of a 
pin and whether it is a single cell or 
bit of nerve fiber, it is still our child 
and when it reaches maturity will re

semble us in every way. The church
man uses this phrase frequently, but 
to the best of my knowledge, he uses 
it figuratively as a symbol to express 
the love of God for His Creation; he 
does not give it a literal interpretation. 
This of course is a serious divergence 
and leads to other conclusions far 
afield from the orthodox dogma.

I’ve come to regard Christ as the ex
ponent of spiritual law, discoverer and 
interpreter of universal law; as New
ton was the exponent of gravity an 
Curie was of radium, so the law of im
mortality has always existed inherent 
in man. Innate desire has always held 
fulfillment for man on his physical and 
mental planes and so doubtless holds 
true on his spiritual realm also.

If immortality is a fact and if the 
acknowledgment of this law is neces
sary to man’s survival after death, we 
will find it so arranged in nature that 
the most unlearned savage, pondering 
on this subject and much concerned 
over it, would by that very token hit 
on the solution of it; otherwise we 
would see the law acting lop-sidedly and 
only on occasion, which we well know 
natural law never does.

Christ gave many lessons but they 
set forth and illustrated only a few 
truths or laws; in behaviorism, two.

That we love one another.
That we do as we would be done by.
But the great spiritual law was that 

of faith. We must have faith and hav
ing faith even as a grain of mustard 
seed, our powers would be great enough 
to move mountains. Our failures re
buked thus—“0 thou of little faith!”— 
Our faith questioned, “Believest thou 
that I can do this thing ?”■—Our faith 
approved, “According to thy faith so 
be it unto you.” We must have faith 
to be saved, He said, setting our sub
conscious mind like an alarm clock, to 
waken us beyond the tomb. Whatever 
the great law of faith or the powers to 
be evoked by it, we will find it in na
ture a Divine quality of man.

Then again, is it not possible for us 
who are on our way up to worship the 
True God in an idolatrous manner? 
Currying favor, begging that the re
sult of our actions might be put aside 
for us as in forgiveness of sins and 
that God lay aside his animosity for 
us, caused by these so-called sins. We 
who so lately worshiped idols, may not 
the manner of our homage cling even 
when we vision a truer God, even when 
our comprehension is enlarged to a 
higher ideal? And may not our ideal 
of God grow always with our intellect?

And again, does the fact that the 
Christian disembodies his God from 
wood and stone of the Savage’s God, 
change the attributes?

Has not the Christian’s God retained 
a few of the attributes that were very 
apparent in the Savage’s God? Such 
as revengefulness, love of flattery, 
jealousy? Many a prayer offered in 
stately churches is addressed to an idol, 

groveling, cringing, currying favor; 
prayers so vague and indefinite that 
the man offering it could not have in
terpreted it to practical terms.

I find too that bestowed reward for 
being good and afflicted punishment for 
doing evil are passe with many of our 
best people, right for Right’s sake be
ing dear enough to their hearts to pro
vide motive for good behavior. Good 
and evil are relative to the intelligence 
of the individual anyway; what might 
seem all fair to the illiterate may be 
the reverse to the well-informed.

Nor do I subscribe to the popular 
idea that any spiritual qualities that a 
man may show forth are the works of 
the Devil, for as every savage knows, 
God is all-powerful, all-knowing and 
all-present, so the powers of telepathy, 
prevision, clairvoyance, hypnotism and 
other wonderful things stand a good 
chance to be man’s Divine inheritance.

So I find that psychology has made 
some fusion with my religion, but I still 
claim the title of Christian.

TOUCHING SHOULDERS
by Mrs. Thomas

There’s a comforting thought at the 
close of the day

When I’m weary, and lonely, and 
sad—

That sort of grips hold of my crusty 
old heart,

And bids it be merry and glad.
It gets in my soul and it draws out the 

blues
And finally thrills through and 

through.
It is just a sweet memory that chants 

the refrain,
“I’m glad I touched shoulders with 

you.”
Did you know you were brave? Did 

you know you were strong?
Did you know there was one leaning 

hard?
Did you know that I waited and listened 

and prayed,
And was cheered by your simplest 

word?
Did you know that I longed for the 

smile on your face,
For the sound of your voice ringing 

true?
Did you know I grew stronger and bet

ter because
I merely touched shoulders with you? 

I am glad that I live—that I battle and 
strive

For the place I know I must fill;
I am thankful for sorrows—I’ll meet 

with a grin
What fortune may send—good or ill. 

I may not have wealth, and I may not 
be great,

But I know I shall always be true, 
For I have in life that courage you 

gave,
When once I touched shoulders with 

you.
Reprint from The National Spiritualist
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The Drama of the Stellar Triangle
By ELBERT BEN J AMINE

President of the Church of Light

Elbert Benjamine

IF ONE has ever watched an old ram 
lead his flock, these others never 

questioning his wisdom but following 
with utter confidence that he will show 

them the way to better pastures, the 
use of a Ram to head the constellated 
procession will call for little further 
explanation.

The section of the zodiac Aries pic
tures, however, covers a full 30 degrees 
and is divided into three sub-sections, 
called decanates, of 10 degrees, each 
having a distinct influence and imply
ing a distinct spiritual teaching, or 
text, of its own; both being set forth 
in the writing of pictographic symbol
ism by the corresponding ultra-zodiacal 
constellation. Until a little thought is 
given to the matter, it is not so obvious 
why the very beginning of the zodiac, 
the first 10 degrees after the Vernal 
Equinox, should be represented, not by 
seme heroic figure like Perseus or Her
cules, or even by some one of the nu
merous animals with which the pictured 
heavens abound, but by something as 
prosaic and unromantic as the diagram 
of a triangle.

Yet if we are to believe, as the study 
of each of the other 48 constellations 
makes certain, that the men of old who 
traced these figures in the stars were 
familiar with many great truths, and 
that each constellation was carefully 
chosen and given a place where it would 
best convey specific information, we 
must conclude that the placing of a 
triangle at the very beginning of the 
circle of decanates, and as picturing the 
first section of the sign ruled over by 
the Ram, was not due to lack of more 
glamorous figures, but was prompted 
by the necessity of conveying some pro
found meaning.

Universal symbolism, a language 
which does not change with age, race 
or clime, is based upon common human 
experience. The picture or story 
chosen to convey an idea reveals its im
port through the associations which 

most readily come to the mind when the 
symbol is presented to it.

Human nature in its essentials 
changes but little with the ages. Our 
first response to the word triangle is 
probably that of bygone times. The 
domestic triangle is a favorite plot of 
stage and story, and a never-ending 
source of news headlines and neighbor
hood gossip. But in its more universal 
application, just what does such a tri
angle imply?

Essentially, even as the green color
ing matter in leaves in the presence of 
sunlight exerts so strong an attraction 
for the atoms of carbon in the air that 
they desert the oxygen atoms, with 
which they have been united as carbon 
dioxide, to enter a new partnership 
with atoms within the leafy structure; 
so does a domestic triangle embrace 
two forces acting upon a single center, 
yet pulling in different directions.

The three sides of the constellated 
triangle express, better than anything 
of which I can think, two energies of 
different polarity; that is, with a dif
ferent type of motion, united, and the 
result of that union.

While such a domestic triangle as 
we have been considering, suggested by 

TRIANGULUM ActNitj
Courtesy of the Church of Light

its drama quite as much as by the fre
quency of its occurrence, is indicated 
by the starry trine, there is another do
mestic triangle of still more common 
occurrence. Father, mother, child, are 
portrayed in the heavens, have posi
tions of honor on both the tarot and 
the common playing cards, and repre
sent the means by which nature repro
duces and perpetuates a species.

Thus the domestic triangle, suggest
ed by the trine of heaven, upon reflec
tion, reveals to us that the interaction 
of two forces, the diverse pull due to 
polarity, has a potency in either of two 
directions; it may either build up or 
tear down, be devoted to creation and 
construction, or turned into channels 
which disrupt and destroy.

Our physical lives are entirely de
pendent upon such constructive use of 
carbon taken from the air by leaves in 
the solution of one of the innumerable 
chemical family triangles. Animals can
not live upon the inorganic minerals of 
the soil and air. They must have the 
sugars and starches which are manu
factured exclusively by the green color
ing matter, the chlorophyll, of plant 
leaves.

(Continued on page 29)
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Practical Lessons in Palmistry for the Lay Reader
By ALICE DENTON JENNINGS

Alice Denton Jennings

(Continued from last month)
'T'HIS month’s discussion concerns the 

-*■  Line of Life. This is the line which 
runs around the base of the thumb, 
starting at the edge of the hand, about 
midway between the index finger and 
the thumb. In some cases it quite en
circles the thumb, but in many it ends 
when it reaches the wrist. This line 
indicates the health of the subject dur
ing the various periods of life, and also 
whether the course of the life is up
ward or downward, and in many cases 
it shows the probable termination of life.

The difference between the lines in 
the two hands is very important, as 
they are seldom exactly alike. In the 
left hand you will read the hereditary 
tendencies and the constitutional health, 
that is, the intentions of nature with 
regard to the subject—while the line in 
the right hand will give you the facts. 
In other words, the possibility may be 
gauged in the left hand and the actu
ality in the right. (Bear in mind that 
in a left-handed person, this process re
verses.)

It is an excellent indication where the 
two principal lines of Head and Life 
are joined at their commencement. The 
vitality of the Life line then assists in 
the early growth of the brain power, 
giving it such strength that those whose 
lines begin in this way retain a great 
deal of their youthfulness and vigor 
during the whole of their lives. It 
makes, however, for slow development, 
and its owners are always young for 
their age. The conclusion to be reached, 
therefore, is that during the time that 
the lines run together, the Life line is 
engaged in building up the intelligence, 
and the latter is dependent on it, and 
vice versa. The brain is looking after 
the physical development. This is why 
it is not good with children to drive the 
mind hard on the road of education. In 
this case it is better to leave learning 
until later, and cultivate good habits of 
mind only. When the lines are joined, 
go slow with children.

A good line of Life should be clear 

cut, well-formed, entirely surrounding 
the base of the thumb, coming far out 
into the palm, and of a good healthy 
color. It then promises a life which is 
long and without serious illnesses.

It is believed by many people that 
where a Life line breaks it indicates 
death. The conscientious reader of the 
hand must be very careful in regard to 
such marks. A line may “apparently” 
break or the broken ends may overlap. 
Where there is a complete and clean 
break in the Life line in “both” hands, 
it does then indicate danger of death 
from serious illness, but it does not in
dicate a definite and irrevocable disso
lution. Often where such a formation 
is shown, there are indications in some 
other portion of the hand of the ex
istence of a developing diseased condi
tion, which, by its early detection and 
proper medical attention, can be 
checked if not actually completely elim
inated. In such cases, after medical 
treatment, the break will often entirely 
disappear. It is the height of folly and 
unkindness to predict the death of any 
person, no matter how clearly you may 
think you see it defined.

When a Sister-line accompanies the 
Life line through most of its course, it 
indicates splendid stamina in spite of 
some particular constitutional weakness 
and acts as a repair line where breaks 
in the Life line occur.

There is no way of definitely predict
ing death, for that would imply dire 
fatalism. When the Life line stops 

suddenly in both hands at the same 
time, in all probability there will be 
some serious check to the life current, 
but it must only then be taken as a 
warning, for carefulness in habits, etc., 
may prolong the life, especially when 
the first phalange of the thumb is long, 
since it is for our will-power to build 
up our future. As a rule, when care is 
taken to avoid an impending danger, 
the lines will gradually alter and pre
sent a more favorable appearance. This 
has taken place under my own personal 
observation. In the same way, when a 
careless system of life and habit is pur
sued, a hand full of promise for a long 
life of health and prosperity will grad
ually alter for the worse, and the ca
reer end before nature intended it 
should, so the will and action of the in
dividual must always be taken into 
consideration when prognosticating for 
the future.

The signs which modify the evil ef
fects of a short Life line are, when the 
hand is firm, where the first phalange 
of the thumb is long, the Head line 
good, straight and clear, and a Sister 
line running parallel by the side of a 
broken or a short line of Life. In this 
case the life may then be preserved, be
cause the desire to live will be strong, 
and the strength of will and personal 
energy also being great, these powers 
will overcome many obstacles. It is 
never possible to say that life will end

(Continued on page 30)
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Photographing the Spirit of Your 
Departed Dead

By THE EDITOR

LpOR several months past we have 
been showing you photographs of 

those who have passed into that great 
silence. This month we are showing 
you the picture of a mother whose lit
tle daughter had been called to the 
Death Birth. At a seance this little 
daughter materialized to her mother 
and father and told them to go and 
have their picture taken again and she 
would try to materialize her doll. (We 
have published a picture of the child, 
her mother and a nurse in a former 
issue.) The parents went and true to 
her word, the doll, as you can see ap
peared on the picture. Dr. Dunmore 
says—

“Many perplexing problems present 
themselves to those seeking evidence of 
the survival of the spirit after death. 
Foremost among them is the fact that 
frequently those whom we cherish most 
in our memory do not appear or mani
fest themselves to us. While some 
seem to be especially favored in getting 
manifestations from loved ones, others 
seldom do. One gentleman who sat for 
photographs on five different occasions 
failed to find any of his own relatives’ 
faces on the pictures. Every face, how
ever, proved to be one of a number of 
spirits who are members of a circle 
that direct him in his work. It seems 
evident that those who are most inter
ested in our welfare are the ones who 
are with us most, rather than those in 
whom we are interested. While we, in 
physical life, are by nature quite selfish, 
those in the spirit world are equally 
unselfish and give place to others who 
can aid us more than they.

It may be disappointing not to find a 
face at first recognizable, but which 
may later prove to be that of some mas
ter who is influencing our life and en
deavoring to lead us on to success. This 
should encourage rather than displease, 
as those who are about us are inter
ested in us even though we may not 
have known them in life. Children 
often present themselves, evidently for 
the purpose of consoling the bereaved 
parent and freeing the mind of anxiety 
and worry that they may better execute 
the tasks before them. A very interest
ing case in which a child appeared on 
some photos for the mother and father 
occurred in Chicago recently. The 
father was the first to sit for a photo, 
but the child did not appear at that 
time. Later the child informed them at 
a seance that she had attempted to ap
pear on the photo, but had not sufficient 
strength to materialize.

Subsequently the mother and father 
each sat for a photo and the child ap
peared on the photo of the mother, al-

Spirit 
Photograph
Taken by 

Dr.
W. K. Dunmore 

of Chicago

though not fully materialized, but 
easily recognized. Apparently the child 
needed assistance and was accompanied 
by a nurse. The mother while sitting 
was permitted to assume whatever pose 
she wished and looked directly into the 
face of the nurse who had hold of her 
arm. Some time later the child ma
terialized again at a seance and in
formed the parents that she would try 
to materialize on a photo for them 
again and would also try to material
ize a doll that the parents had bought 
for her. Eventually the parents both 
sat again with the result that the child 
materialized on the father’s picture, 
and on that of the mother the doll is 
clearly seen. The child is not visible 
but says she was standing behind the 
doll holding it up.

The materialization of the doll is an 
evidence of what is possible in the cre
ation of thought forms. In this in
stance it is thought form projected by 
the spirit of the child. Thought forms 
are often produced by the sitter, but 
bear little resemblance to the reality, 
whereas those created by the spirit 
forces are usually quite perfect. This 
one the father declares to be a perfect 
likeness of the doll which is in his pos
session. The photographer being un
aware of the promise to the parents 
was much surprised to find the doll in

Photograph showing the mother and the doll was 
taken by Dr. Dunmore in his office and tells the 
true story of Life after the change called death.

evidence until the matter had been ex
plained. It is well known that adult 
spirits produce thought forms, but it 
is remarkable that a mere child should 
be able to present one so perfect. Con
centration on what one desires is the 
cause of these forms appearing and 
frequently results in the exclusion of 
the very thing hoped for.

It may appear at times that results 
have been achieved by concentration 
but the preponderance of evidence is 
too much against it to justify any at
tempt to get what is wanted when it 
is wanted. Concentration is energy 
directed by thought and thus opposes 
outside influences. Best results are ob
tained by remaining in a passive state 
of mind, willing to accept whatever 
comes. It is not possible for any per
son whether principal or medium, to 
force the spirits to manifest themselves 
or give information until they so desire. 
The conditions which influence demon
strations are a congenial disposition, 
pleasant surroundings and harmony.

A spirit photograph is a permanent 
record of an occurrence. To the seeker 
after evidence it is valuable or useless 
as he makes it. If no faces are recog
nized and it is thrown aside it may cast 
discredit upon the photographer and all 
mediums in general. If, on the con- 

(Continued on page 23)
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Bringing Your Stars to You 
Astrologically With Your 

Personal Daily Guide
By HAASAN OSIRIS

Author of “Astrological Birth-Control, the Nation’s 
Greatest Asset,” “Astrology and Surgery”

WORLD OUTLOOK
FOR MAY, 1935

THE New Moon occurs on the 2nd 
in the 5th degree of Taurus, which 
is an earthly, fixed, bestial zodiacal 
sign governed by Venus. This constel

lation is the significator for this 
month’s outlook.

Drastic changes in the government’s 
dealing with radicals is indicated now. 
It has come to the point where Unity 
is needed and less criticism from war
ring factions who have only self-glory 
in view rather than the welfare of the 
public. As the stars sweep across the 
celestial ceiling of the sky in May we 
may look for more justice for the com
mon people and the downfall of some 
schemes or plots directed against the 
Administration by undermining meth
ods of radicals.

New inventions and new discoveries 
in the earth come to light. Chemistry 
will play an important part in scien
tific discoveries now. The newspapers 
will have headlines often of wonderful 
discoveries—some of them the result 
of years of research, and others 
stumbled upon accidentally.

There will be many council meetings 
of officials, combines of large com
panies, fluctuation of the stock market, 
ridiculous reports and rumors sweep 
the country like wild-fire. Someone, 
somewhere, is trying to stir up fear in 
the minds of the masses; yet their ef
forts will go the way of all things that 
are not real—into oblivion.

Confusions in labor union quarters, 
strikes, rumors of strikes, and some 
large chain concern will have much la
bor difficulty; likely resulting in loss of 
the labor union’s cause unless they are 
mighty careful not to permit their de
mands to become too unreasonable.

Fires of undetermined origin flare 
up all over the country. Insurance 
scandals sweep the nation. Divorces 
will be prominent, but also many mar
riages of noted people.

Some religious ideas will be severely 
shaken and some hitherto unimportant 
religion will make rapid strides to the 
front.

Political fury divides England. In
dia gets into the headlines again. Rus
sia comes ahead rapidly and important 
discoveries come out of that great na
tion. Russia has been going through a 
severe period of reconstruction, has had 
many heavy battles to fight internally, 
but Russia—ruled by Aquarius, is 
bound to “come back” bigger, better, 
stronger, more powerful than ever. I 
suggest that you readers keep your eyes 
on Russia regardless of printed reports 
being circulated to the contrary. This 
Nation is soon to rise as a marvelous 
power in the world.

May holds some land, sea and air 
disasters for many countries of the 
world.

Earthquakes, floods and storms occur 
in South America. Much suffering in 
some places because of elemental dis
turbances. Unusually hot weather pre
vails in some sections and unseason
able weather in other places.

Many prominent fatalities occur 
throughout the world now, but the 
earth moves on, and humanity 
scrambles on—to what? To some peo
ple only “time can tell,” to others who 
read this column, the stars will tell!

MAY, 1935
For the Zodiacal Signs 

ARIES
(For those born between

Mar. 21-April 19)
You of the Aries family have Mer

cury entering Gemini on the 9th, which 
will aid you in things at a distance, 
writings, agreements, travel, etc. But 
shortly after Venus going against you 
in Cancer on the 12th brings some con
fusion with the opposite sex in your 
personal affairs and might postpone 
some of your family plans or friend
ship affairs.

There is no need for excitement nor 
worry even though you do feel some
what sorry for yourself now. Go ahead 
and give yourself some sympathy if 
you think you need it, but the last half 
of the month you had better get ready 
for some great improvement in your 
prospects, increase in income and hap
py chances brought about through the 
influence of friends.

No two persons have exactly the 
same ambitions—each of you in the 
Aries family may have different ambi
tions, but whatever they are, get into 
pursuit after them at the closing of the 
month, because you are coming into 
some very progressive times through 
the rest of the spring and summer, my 
friends.

TAURUS
(For those born between

(Apr. 20-May 20)
This month is a rather romantic 

month for you. Those of you who are 
unmarried may not be so for long, espe
cially if you’ve been keeping company 
regularly with someone lately. March 
right up to the altar if you wish; there 
is no time like the present for marriage 
if you so desire. Those of you who are 
married: well, what’s wrong with re
newing your old romance? Try it and 
see how well it works now.

However, if I were you, I’d postpone 
all speculative ventures of a financial 
turn now. And then too, I must not 
forget to warn you to stay out of the 
domestic affairs of other people, lest 
you be drawn into them unwittingly. 
Avoid intrigues with friends and share 
your secrets with few. In fact, it would 
be best not to have secrets.

Health conditions look good if you 
can keep yourself out of a sort of men
tal rut. Nothing serious at all—but if 
you permit yourself to become nervous 
and restless, you might have some 
slight indisposition, but not if you stay 
safe by keeping cheerful.

(Continued on page 26)
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Personal Astrological Daily Guide
Gallery of Letters With 

Their Meaning
G: Capital G means a very good 

day. Ask favors, seek work, sign 
papers, promote your affairs, take 
trips, advertise, make friends, in
vestigate, attend to everything of 
importance. Go places and do 
things.

g: Small g means a slightly good 
day. On these days attend to usual 
routine, make offers, entertain 
company, visit, write letters, send 
telegrams, take short trips, im
prove your personal affairs. Buy 
things, sell and invest.

A: Capital A means an adverse day. 
On these days use care and cau
tion in all dealings, avoid acci
dents, losses, thefts, and guard 
your health. Also be careful of 
misunderstandings and engage in 
no arguments. Take no risks or 
chances.

a: Small a means a slightly adverse 
day. On these days attend only 
to necessary duties, strive to keep 
cheerful, avoid hurts and wounds, 
make haste slowly and seek de
pendable advice before acting. 
Avoid domestic inharmony.

D: Capital D means a doubtful day. 
Quite likely on these days several 
alternate good and adverse influ
ences prevail and you should be 
discreet in all activities. Do not 
take too much for granted—don’t 
be too sure. Postpone things.

N: Capital N means a Neutral day. 
On this day the influences are 
equally balanced, therefore it is 
not a very important day. Go 
about your usual affairs with usual 
prudence and it will be a success
ful but uneventful day.

C: Capital C means a Critical day. 
On these days you should be un
usually careful and cautious in 
everything. Be sure to avoid ac
cidents, sudden losses, explosions, 
falls, hurts, cuts and bruises. Un
dertake NOTHING important.

F: Forenoon of this day is good, but 
the afternoon is adverse; therefore 
the A.M. should be considered as 
G and the P.M. as A.

P: Afternoon is good but the forenoon 
is adverse. Therefore the day 
should be considered as A in A.M. 
and G in P.M.

E: This letter will be used in com
bination with other letters and 
pertains to the Evening of any 
day when the Evening influences 
differ from the influences of the 
rest of the day. A letter E added 
to any day means the evening is 
good for romance, pleasure seek
ing, amusements, visiting, short 
trips and general recreations.

V: This letter will also be used in
combination with other letters
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12 a g g g a g a g A G N g
13 a gV a gV a g N N N g D N
14 g N g a g N N a g a g N
15 gV N gV a g N DV a gV aE a a
16 a g a G a g N g A g a g
17 A g a G A g N g A g A g
18 aE g a g a g N g a g aE N
19 g N g C g N g A g a G a
20 g a g a G D G a G a G a
21 a g N g a g a g N N N g
22 a g D G A g a g D N D g
23 g N g a g N g a G a N a
24 G N G a G D G a G a g a
25 a g a g a G a G a g N g
26 a g a g a g a G A g D gV
27 N a g a g N g a g a g A
28 N a G a g N g a g A g a
29 D g N g a g a G a g N g
30 D g N g a g a G a g N g
31 NE gV NE gV gV gV aE gV aE gV NE gV

Directions : First find the column which includes your birthday, 
then look down that column of letters until you come to the date of 
the month you wish (given at the left). After securing the key
letter for that date refer to the Gallery of Letters to find out the 
indications for that day. When more than one letter is given for 
any day look up both letters for that day and govern yourself ac
cordingly.

This is a Daily Guide for each Zodiacal Sign for the present 
month.

when the evening hours differ 
from the rest of the day. The 
letter V added to any day means 
the evening is adverse for risks 
or ventures and it is best to re
main at home and engage only in 
quiet recreations with friends or 
family.

Remember that when a day is marked 
G it is good for most all progressive 
things, even though they might not be 
mentioned in the paragraph. Remem
ber that a day marked A is adverse 
for most all progressive things, even 
though they are not mentioned in the 
paragraph.
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GHOSTS
By ISIS B. CHARLESWORTH

(Copyright applied for)

Isis B. Charlesworth
'T'HE Diana Gold Mine is located in 

-*■  the Horse-Fly Range of the Rocky 
Mountains near Ouray, Colorado. It 
has been owned and mined for many 
years by William Feagans; in fact, the 
Diana Gold Mine, together with the 
wonderful mining and farming land 
surrounding it has been in the posses
sion of the Feagans family for genera
tions, extending to the time when the 
Indians in their wild state roamed the 
Rockies.

The Feagans had the happy faculty 
of making friends; wealthy they were, 
too, but not satisfied with their wealth. 
For they knew that the Diana Mine 
contained an untold amount of wealth 
hidden in the depths beneath. But in 
order to get it to the surface, skillful 
planning and much hard work was re
quired.

After considerable time spent in pre
paring the mining operations, sinking 
shafts and installing the necessary ma
chinery, their efforts were finally 
crowned with success. And at the time 
when this narrative had its beginning, 
there were two shafts working night 
and day pouring out the rich golden 
ore.

The Diana Mine is a part of Old 
Baldy, a mountain peak so called be
cause of its round top and the absence 
of vegetation that made an even circle 
to the timberline, and the lower reaches 
covered with trees which, at a distance, 
looks like straight hair evenly cut 
round about it, and resembling for all the 
world a man’s bald head fringed with 
hair.

The Feagan’s Ranch, known as 
Horse-Fly Rancho, extending back 
from Old Baldy and to the South, was 
rich and fertile. The dwelling house, 
a large rambling stone structure made 
from boulders and built after or upon 
the southern style of architecture, had 

a lot of nooks and corners and hide
away places, suggesting a fine place in 
which to play hide-and-go-seek. The 
somber walls in themselves would sug
gest to an imaginary mind the thought 
of “ghosts.” But the one striking fea
ture of the house was its wide open 
gallery, a double decker, supported by 
heavy pillars giving it an inspiring at
tractiveness that was both aristocratic 
and southern in its simplicity. Another 
feature that presented itself to one on 
entering the house was its modern 
equipment—electric lights, hot and cold 
running water, frigidaire, radio—in 
fact, every known convenience one 
would expect to find in New York City.

Not far from Mr. Feagans’ residence, 
were the homes of the miners, in many 
respects like his own, though on a smal
ler scale. Every miner was given a 
chance to purchase his own home, at 
actual cost without interest, if he so 
wished. The home purchased, Mr. Fea
gans would then deed the miner the 
land upon which the buildings stood as 
a gift. However, if anyone preferred 
to rent his home, Mr. Feagans would 
charge such a one just enough to cover 
the actual cost plus the upkeep. In 
the words of Elbert Hubbard, “He does 
unto others as if he were the other.” 
This was Mr. Feagans’ policy in deal
ing with his men. Therefore he never 
had a strike nor any labor trouble 
whatsoever. Idolized by all who knew 
him, especially by those who worked 
for him, this employer was amply re
paid for his liberal and upright man
ner in dealing with his men, in loyalty 
and efficient work.

The immediate family in this moun
tain home consisted of William Fea
gans, the owner, and his beautiful 
daughter Diana, eighteen years old, in 
whose honor the mine was named. In 
addition to the above mentioned per
sons, there are three others, whom, on 
account of their intimate relation with 
the family and also by reason of the 
fact that our story is so vitally con
cerned with them, we shall now briefly 
describe.

The first of these is Eugene Brenton, 
a young and promising miner, a recent 
graduate from the School of Mines at 
Golden, Colorado. He is of poor but 
highly respected and intelligent par
ents; about twenty-four years of age, 
of a dark complexion with dark wavy 
hair. He has a wonderful voice for 
singing, and understands music.

Paul Mills is the second of the three 
persons mentioned above, and is also a 
student from Golden. He is of the same 
age as Eugene, but the son of wealthy 
parents and has never known hard
ships nor ever lacked money to do with 
as he pleased. Whereas Eugene was 
dark, Paul was an “absolute” blond. 
Both young men were musically in
clined—Eugene a cultured vocalist and 
Paul an expert on the violin. And 

again, both are anxious to learn by 
actual experience the business of min
ing under the tutorship of Mr. Feagans.

The last of the three is Molly 
McCarthy, a widow, who has been in 
the family as a domestic for many 
years and continued as such after the 
death of her husband, Jack, a trusty 
foreman. Molly’s position became of 
double importance at the death of 
Diana’s mother, five years ago. She 
now had to assume the relationship of 
mother to Diana as well as that of 
housekeeper. And last but not least, 
she had to look after the well being of 
Grit an intelligent Police dog.

It was the early part of April; to be 
exact, the fourteenth day when the 
Rockies were commencing to show up 
their wonderful green foliage when a 
large sedan drove up in front of the 
stately mansion; a gentleman alighted; 
he proved to be Mr. Lawrence Stan
ford, Mr. Feagans’ attorney. Before 
going up the broad gravel walk leading 
to the mansion, he stopped a while to 
view the beauty of the scenery. There 
was Old Baldy looming up in the back
ground; the foothills were covered with 
dark pine foliage, and farther up a 
light green belt of quaking Asp trees 
grew half way up to the timber line. 
On both sides of Baldy’s smooth round 
head were rugged peaks covered with 
snow and ice and beautiful pine trees. 
Having viewed the grandeur of nature 
at its best to his heart’s content, Mr. 
Stanford turned his steps in the direc
tion of the handsome dwelling house. 
On each side of the broad gravel walk 
were dense rows of pine trees tower
ing to lofty heights, intermingling their 
tops overhead.

The house as we previously indicated, 
was patterned after the southern style 
of architecture. In short, it had been 
copied from the old Henry Clay man
sion in Lexington, Kentucky. The rea
son for this is self-evident when we 
know that the Feagans were formerly 
from the Blue Grass region of Ken
tucky.

As the attorney was making his way 
up the walk to the house, Grit the police 
dog, ran out to meet him with the hair 
on his back standing straight up and 
a very threatening look in his dark 
brown eyes. Mr. Stanford stooped to 
pet his sleek brown head. Instinctively, 
Grit knew that all was well, so he 
wagged his tail, licked the attorney’s 
hand as much as to say: “Proceed, 
you’ll pass muster.” Dogs with their 
sixth sense highly developed know and 
understand more than “humans.” 
Nevertheless, Grit’s inborn caution kept 
him close to the attorney’s heels and 
to never lose sight of him.

Molly, the housekeeper, received Mr. 
Stanford at the door and ushered him 
into the spacious reception room; took 
his hat and coat and bade him sit down, 
telling him that Mr. Feagans would
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Personal
Gallery of Letters With 

Their Meaning
G: Capital G means a very good 

day. Ask favors, seek work, sign 
papers, promote your affairs, take 
trips, advertise, make friends, in
vestigate, attend to everything of 
importance. Go places and do 
things.

g: Small g means a slightly good 
day. On these days attend to usual 
routine, make offers, entertain 
company, visit, write letters, send 
telegrams, take short trips, im
prove your personal affairs. Buy 
things, sell and invest.

A: Capital A means an adverse day. 
On these days use care and cau
tion in all dealings, avoid acci
dents, losses, thefts, and guard 
your health. Also be careful of 
misunderstandings and engage in 
no arguments. Take no risks or 
chances.

a: Small a means a slightly adverse 
day. On these days attend only 
to necessary duties, strive to keep 
cheerful, avoid hurts and wounds, 
make haste slowly and seek de
pendable advice before acting. 
Avoid domestic inharmony.

D: Capital D means a doubtful day. 
Quite likely on these days several 
alternate good and adverse influ
ences prevail and you should be 
discreet in all activities. Do not 
take too much for granted—don’t 
be too sure. Postpone things.

N: Capital N means a Neutral day. 
On this day the influences are 
equally balanced, therefore it is 
not a very important day. Go 
about your usual affairs with usual 
prudence and it will be a success
ful but uneventful day.

C: Capital C means a Critical day. 
On these days you should be un
usually careful and cautious in 
everything. Be sure to avoid ac
cidents, sudden losses, explosions, 
falls, hurts, cuts and bruises. Un
dertake NOTHING important.

F: Forenoon of this day is good, but 
the afternoon is adverse; therefore 
the A.M. should be considered as 
G and the P.M. as A.

P: Afternoon is good but the forenoon 
is adverse. Therefore the day 
should be considered as A in A.M. 
and G in P.M.

E: This letter will be used in com
bination with other letters and 
pertains to the Evening of any 
day when the Evening influences 
differ from the influences of the 
rest of the day. A letter E added 
to any day means the evening is 
good for romance, pleasure seek
ing, amusements, visiting, short 
trips and general recreations.

V: This letter will also be used in
combination with other letters

Astrological Daily Guide
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Date Ari. Tau. Gem. Can. Leo. Vlr. Llb. Sco. Sag. Cap. Âqu. Pis.
1 g N g a g N g A g a g N
2 N N N g N g N g D g N g
3 N g g a g a g N g N g N
4 g N g a g N G N g D g N
5 G N N a g NE g NE g N g D
6 a g a g a g a g a g a g
7 a g a g A g a g A S a g
8 aE g N g aE g N g a g N gV
9 g N g A g N g a g a g A

10 g D g a g D g a g a g N
11 a g F g F g a g a g N g
12 a g g g a g a g A G N g
13 a gV a gV a g N N N g D N
14 g N g a g N N a g a g N
15 gv N gV a g N DV a gV aE a a
16 a g a G a g N g A g a g
17 A g a G A g N g A g A g
18 aE g a g a g N g a g aE N
19 g N g C g N g A g a G a
20 g a g a G D G a G a G a
21 a g N g a g a g N N N g
22 a g D G A g a g D N D g
23 g N g a g N g a G a N a
24 G N G a G D G a G a g a
25 a g a g a G a G a g N g
26 a g a g a g a G A g D gV
27 N a g a g N g a g a g A
28 N a G a g N g a g A g a
29 D g N g a g a G a g N g
30 D g N g a g a G a g N g
31 NE gV NE gV gV gV aE gV aS gV NE gV

Directions: First find the column which includes your birthday, 
then look down that column of letters until you come to the date of 
the month you wish (given at the left). After securing the key
letter for that date refer to the Gallery of Letters to find out the 
indications for that day. When more than one letter is given for 
any day look up both letters for that day and govern yourself ac
cordingly.

This is a Daily Guide for each Zodiacal Sign for the present 
month.

when the evening hours differ 
from the rest of the day. The 
letter V added to any day means 
the evening is adverse for risks 
or ventures and it is best to re
main at home and engage only in 
quiet recreations with friends or 
family.

Remember that when a day is marked 
G it is good for most all progressive 
things, even though they might not be 
mentioned in the paragraph. Remem
ber that a day marked A is adverse 
for most all progressive things, even 
though they are not mentioned in the 
paragraph.
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The Secrets of Handwriting Revealed
PRIDE IN CONNECTION WITH HANDWRITING

By KNUTE O. HOLM — Certified Grapho-Analyst
X/ÍANY letters come to us that show 

some very evenly developed charac
ters. The formation of the letters, the 
spacing of the words, as well as the angle 
of the strokes prove that no particular 
trait has grown at the expense of some 
other characteristic or the individual.

There is a smoothness to the hand
writing as a whole that positively 
proves the uniformity of the individual. 
Each trait that goes into the building 
of the personality dove-tails precisely 
with the others. The result is harmony 
within the individual that is apparent 
on the surface. That is, in the deport
ment, sociability, friendliness and so 
forth of the person concerned. Such 
people are congenial and agreeable and 
the average person can not help but 
take to them.

In the eyes of the trained Grapho- 
Analyst such handwriting is pretty 
much like a beautiful painting or a per
son with a perfectly formed and moul
ded body. There is a symmetry of lines, 
a perfect blending of colors that ap
peals to the aesthetic sense. It is pleas
ant and delightful to only look at such 
a painting. And owning one is certainly 
much more gratifying. In the person 
with a perfectly developed physique 
there is a wonderful muscular co-ordi
nation. There is grace and an effort
less easé of movement that speaks 
openly of strength and unity in physi
cal activity. But unfortunately physical 
perfection does not always include a 
perfect personality or harmony in de
velopment of the character. Sometimes 
the writing shows a certain trait has 
developed to such an extent that it 
sticks out over the others very notice
ably. The result is not harmony but 
a unilateral effect.

This brings us to that particular 
trait we are to discuss in this article. 
This trait is pride; its development, in
fluence and how it works out in con
nection with other characteristics. This 
trait is to be found in both the letter 
“t” and the letter “d” and presents 
many variations. Its range varies from 
an over-developed condition to one lack
ing in development. In some writings 
both the “d” and the “t” show a strong 
sense of pride. It does not disclose the 
slightest tendency to vary one way or 
the other. Then again we come across 
writings where the formation of the 
“d” brings out a very changeable con
dition. This may vary from a very 
high sense of pride to a point where 
the influence of this trait is practically 
nil. Naturally this complicates matters 
and one may wonder what to make of 
it. How can a person be proud yet 
not be proud? It sounds like a contra
diction. But no matter how odd it may 
seem the answer is usually to be found 
in the rest of the writing. It simply 
means that such a person takes much 
pride in some things. While other 

points or subjects they do not consider 
as important.

Assuming that the formation of the 
letter “n” discloses a strong desire to 
be correct in everything, this means 
that when such persons undertake any
thing they want it done right. They 
take pride in doing a thing well no mat
ter what it is. It also proves that they 
are orderly and take pride in them
selves. As a rule they have a set stand
ard of personal conduct that is above 
reproach; yet the very fact that the 
“d” discloses a tendency to lower the 
barriers proves they are not filled with 
an all consuming pride in regard to 
themselves.

Now, if the condition of the “g” loop 
indicates a sociable nature it helps to 
establish several points. It proves that 
they are circumspect in their deport
ment and association with other peo
ple. They very much desire the re
spect of their associates. Yet they are 
good mixers and do not hold themselves 
aloof from their contemporaries. If, at 
the same time, the “m” proves they 
have a keen insight into things and the 
angle of the writing discloses a sympa
thetic nature it adds another point in 
their favor. It shows that although 
they expect others, especially their best 
friends, to come up to a certain stand
ard there are some things that they 
are willing to overlook. For instance. 
If they meet a person of good character 
and a fine grade of intelligence they 
are willing to accept that person for 
what he or she is, even though that 
particular party may be lacking in 
training or social prestige. In other 
words, they feel the thing that really 
counts is soundness of character.

Continuing with the writing where 
difference in the shape of the “d” dis
closes pride of variable quality. In pre
vious articles we have said that force
ful strokes in the writing helps to es
tablish an ambitious nature. Such peo
ple want to get ahead. Usually the 
formation of some letters proves that 
they have a certain goal in sight, and 
their pride drives them on because they 
naturally take pride in personal ac
complishments. They want to make a 
mark for themselves. Yet the fact that 
the special shaping of the “d” shows the 
influence of the pride alone is, as we 
have said practically nil on some sub
jects but it brings out another point. 
It proves that they do not allow their 
pride to stand in the way of their ac
complishments. If they consider a 
thing worth trying they use every con
ceivable means of attaining their de
sires, except for one very important 
point. The method or means of at
tainment must not endanger their 
pride. It cannot include anything that 
lowers their standard of personal con
duct. As a rule these people are like
able as well as dependable and make 

for solidity no matter in what social 
strata they may be found.

When the shape of the “t” as well 
as the “d” shows a lack of pride it may 
mean too much laxness in thought and 
action. If, according to the laws of 
Grapho-Analysis, the strokes are not 
as definite as they really should be it 
further lowers the barriers. There is 
no restraining or positive trait to 
guard or strengthen the character. This 
sort of writing discloses a decided lack 
of pride that results in freedom of 
action which proves they have very lit
tle regard for public opinion. If the 
initial strokes in the writing proves 
them to be acquisitive they naturally 
want to accumulate property. But the 
very laxness of their pride as a guid
ing factor indicates that they do not 
care how they obtain what they desire. 
Uppermost in their minds is but one 
thing, and that is to get results: the 
method does not at all matter. This 
allows them to ride rough-shod over 
everything that happens to be in their 
way, especially if the condition of the 
down strokes discloses a driving de
termination. In a sense this also dis
closes pride in accomplishments. But 
it is pride in material attainment with
out the mitigating influence of personal 
dignity and high standards.

Sometimes we come across writings 
where both the “d” and the “t” show a 
very high standard of personal dignity 
and pride. These people stand very 
high in their own estimation. If the 
angle of the writing proves them to be 
of a reserved nature they are very dig
nified in their deportment. And as far 
as their social codes are concerned they 
are very rigid and unbending. Social 
standards or recognition counts most 
with them. All persons must come up 
to the standard of these dignified peo
ple or they simply will be overlooked.

Every social circle has its quota of 
these dignified and proud people, and 
no matter how different they may be in 
other ways they all have a common 
desire. No matter where they are found 
they are always striving to be recog
nized by those whom they consider their 
superiors.

If the crossing of the “t” proves them 
to be domineering they are not of a 
very pleasant disposition. They are 
very exact and difficult to get along 
with. There are very few, if any per
sons, who can do everything to suit 
these proud members of the human 
family. There is one decidedly dis
agreeable tendency that usually follows 
this strong sense of pride and domi
neering disposition. It is this. When 
these dignified and domineering people 
meet one whom they feel is in some way 
their superior they are much inclined 
to be servile. Sometimes they literally 
fall all over themselves in order to please. 
It is “yes sir” this and “yes sir” that 

(Continued on page 32)
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Vibration—New Names for Old
(Continued from, last month)

Another most interesting change in 
names took place on January 3, 1934 
(1—3—8 = 12 = 3), when the province 
of Manchukuo with a destiny of 35 or 
8 (a leader and organizer with execu
tive power) took the place of the old 
mysterious name of hidden things, 
Manchuria, which has a destiny num
ber of 43 or 7. Those of you who read 
my course in advanced Numerology 
will remember that the esoteric inter
pretation of 43 means: “possible up
heavals, revolutions, strife . . . danger 
from war and firearms.” The esoteric 
meaning of 35, according to Cheiro, in
dicates the “gravest warning for the 
future.” On the other hand, the Chinese 
believe that 35 on its high side denotes 
advancement without worry and that 
success will follow without any great 
effort; but in its low vibrations (that 
is, when used in a bad instead of a good 
way) it indicates “violence, tyranny, 
cruelty.” Both these philosophies agree 
that unless Manchukuo develops high 
ideals and lives up to them it will not 
have a very happy future. Added to 
this is the meaning of the date on 
which the province was born (1—3—8 
= 12=3). The number 3 and the num
ber 8 are not in harmony, the former 
being a happy vibration desiring self
expression, while 8 always indicates a 
certain amount of domination. The 
esoteric meaning of 12 is: martyrdom, 
sacrifice, expiation. Suffering goes 
with this number, and frequently de
notes a sacrifice made to the plans of 
others. So, although Manchukuo is un
der a vibration which gives it leader
ship and domination, it does not look as 
if this name would bring any lasting 
peace or prosperity. Its birth path of 
3 does not indicate stability; and its 
destiny vibration holds violence, dis
ruption and cruelty. It seems as if 
Numerology can tell more about new 
names and new customs than the clev
erest of diplomats.

On January 1, 1935 (1—1—9 = 11), 
history tells us that the old country 
known as Persia became officially Iran. 
The destiny of Persia (32 = 5) is a 
number of change, action and versa
tility, but 32 in its lower aspects “in
dicates loose morals and lack of spirit
uality.” As Iran, 24, it should become 
constantly better and a more accept
able neighbor in the family of nations, 
as it indicates general good fortune “in 
every-day matters.”

Everyone knows how actors and 
actresses on the stage and in moving 
pictures change their names.—many of 
them with the advice of Numerologists, 
and many of them in hit or miss style.

By MARY ADAMS
It is particularly interesting to see how 
this change of name brings the person 
into better harmony with their birth 
path and the line of work they want to 
follow. For example, Hubert Pryor 
Vallee (11—11—9=22—9=4) is by 
natural destiny a master in a wide 
artistic field with the underlying vibra
tion of mathematics (music) and analy
sis (4). This vibration brought him a 
certain degree of success as a singer, 
but it was not until he added a vibra
tion which increased his versatility that 
Rudy Vallee (5—9 = 5) became one of 
the greatest masters of ceremony on 
the air. This 5 helped him in his judg
ment of men and their talents; it made 
him open to experimentation and new 
lines of development, and it opened up 
a field of radio entertainment depen
dent on variety and change. He was 
one of the first to develop this type of 
radio broadcast. Who ever heard of 
Lelia Koerber (3—11 = 5) with super- 
dramatic power and an underlying ver
satility? It was not until Marie 
Dressier (10—10 = 11) with her double 
pioneering number which filled her with 
inspiration and enthusiasm came into 
her own. Did she do it easily? Not 
a bit of it. She struggled with that 
tricky 11, which unless you keep the 
upper hand will get the upper hand of 
you and reduce you to a “2.” There 
were years when her “2” did dominate, 
but with those two 10’s she would not 
stay down, much less out, and through 
sheer will-power kept on the up side 
and became one of the best beloved stars 
of the moving picture field. And just 
as another interesting point, the Cine
ma (9) by which this form of enter
tainment was known, has taken on the 
new name of Moving Pictures (8—3 = 
11), which, you see, means financial 
success in the field of artistic expres
sion (8—3) and the 11 indicates both 
inspiration and a close tie-up with all 
forms of advertising.

There is no end to the examples of 
old names that have given way to new 
ones; and there is an ever-increasing 
number of people who are intelligently 
seeking to find out whether their names 
are expressing harmony or whether 
the name they are using will bring suc
cess in their chosen line. There are 
still thousands of people who scorn the 
idea that vibrations have anything to 
do with the success or non-success or 
happiness of a person. They will ad
mit that the vibrations of the light of 
the sun have something to do with 
growing things, and they cannot deny 
the fact that the moon and the tides of 
the ocean are closely related. But that 
Venus or Mars or Jupiter can have any 

influence on the people of this earth is 
to them utterly ridiculous; and that 
names and numbers can have any effect 
on a person’s success or happiness is 
the height of absurdity. Well, there 
are none so blind as those who won’t 
see—and there are thousands. They 
will not see that vibrations that served 
their parents and grandparents must 
give place to new ones; that old busi
ness methods must give way to a New 
Deal (6—4=10); that religions and 
creeds that satisfied the old Romans 
gave way to those made by the early 
Christian fathers, and those in turn 
to the tortures of the inquisition of the 
Middle Ages, then to the Hell fire of the 
early Puritans; and so the old order 
changeth. Old vibrations give place to 
new; old habits of thought and action 
to new, “lest one good custom should 
corrupt the world.” And it is all vi
bration. The thought of the cannibal 
savage and the fastidious epicurean are 
but different octaves of the hunger vi
bration—new appetites for old. The 
savage with many wives, our present 
standards of marriage and those of the 
celibate are but different vibrations of 
the sex thought. In the Bible men and 
women were constantly changing their 
old names for new ones, or having them 
changed. If we are to progress, we 
must change our old thoughts, so many 
of which are worn out, for new ones. 
That which was once harmony is now 
discord. Truth, ideas of right and 
wrong, all depend on the thoughts of 
the greatest number of people living at 
a certain time, so that general opinion 
and mob psychology are close cousins 
when you consider their vibrations. 
When the whole world is in a state of 
evolution should we not keep our minds 
open to the new vibrations? Should we 
not constantly seek ways to find greater 
and greater harmony? Should we not 
change old customs for new, old names 
for new, old thoughts for new? This 
has been called the “bridge generation” 
because we are crossing over from old 
standards into a world so new, startling 
and beautiful that many close their 
eyes and refuse to see. Why cling to 
your old names, your old thoughts, 
your old customs, when new names, 
new thoughts and new and better rela
tions with the world in which you live 
are waiting? “The good old days” were 
only good for those who lived in them. 
Were we wise enough, every thought, 
every sound, every visible thing, every 
event, even the entire history of the 
universe could be read in vibration; 
and old vibrations or
“The old order changeth, yielding place 

to new
And God fulfills himself in many ways.”
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GHOSTS
By ISIS B. CHARLESWORTH

(Copyright applied for)

Isis B. Charlesworth
'T'HE Diana Gold Mine is located in 

the Horse-Fly Range of the Rocky 
Mountains near Ouray, Colorado. It 
has been owned and mined for many 
years by William Feagans; in fact, the 
Diana Gold Mine, together with the 
wonderful mining and farming land 
surrounding it has been in the posses
sion of the Feagans family for genera
tions, extending to the time when the 
Indians in their wild state roamed the 
Rockies.

The Feagans had the happy faculty 
of making friends; wealthy they were, 
too, but not satisfied with their wealth. 
For they knew that the Diana Mine 
contained an untold amount of wealth 
hidden in the depths beneath. But in 
order to get it to the surface, skillful 
planning and much hard work was re
quired.

After considerable time spent in pre
paring the mining operations, sinking 
shafts and installing the necessary ma
chinery, their efforts were finally 
crowned with success. And at the time 
when this narrative had its beginning, 
there were two shafts working night 
and day pouring out the rich golden 
ore.

The Diana Mine is a part of Old 
Baldy, a mountain peak so called be
cause of its round top and the absence 
of vegetation that made an even circle 
to the timberline, and the lower reaches 
covered with trees which, at a distance, 
looks like straight hair evenly cut 
round about it, and resembling for all the 
world a man’s bald head fringed with 
hair.

The Feagan’s Ranch, known as 
Horse-Fly Rancho, extending back 
from Old Baldy and to the South, was 
rich and fertile. The dwelling house, 
a large rambling stone structure made 
from boulders and built after or upon 
the southern style of architecture, had 

a lot of nooks and corners and hide
away places, suggesting a fine place in 
which to play hide-and-go-seek. The 
somber walls in themselves would sug
gest to an imaginary mind the thought 
of “ghosts.” But the one striking fea
ture of the house was its wide open 
gallery, a double decker, supported by 
heavy pillars giving it an inspiring at
tractiveness that was both aristocratic 
and southern in its simplicity. Another 
feature that presented itself to one on 
entering the house was its modern 
equipment—electric lights, hot and cold 
running water, frigidaire, radio—in 
fact, every known convenience one 
would expect to find in New York City.

Not far from Mr. Feagans’ residence, 
were the homes of the miners, in many 
respects like his own, though on a smal
ler scale. Every miner was given a 
chance to purchase his own home, at 
actual cost without interest, if he so 
wished. The home purchased, Mr. Fea
gans would then deed the miner the 
land upon which the buildings stood as 
a gift. However, if anyone preferred 
to rent his home, Mr. Feagans would 
charge such a one just enough to cover 
the actual cost plus the upkeep. In 
the words of Elbert Hubbard, “He does 
unto others as if he were the other.” 
This was Mr. Feagans’ policy in deal
ing with his men. Therefore he never 
had a strike nor any labor trouble 
whatsoever. Idolized by all who knew 
him, especially by those who worked 
for him, this employer was amply re
paid for his liberal and upright man
ner in dealing with his men, in loyalty 
and efficient work.

The immediate family in this moun
tain home consisted of William Fea
gans, the owner, and his beautiful 
daughter Diana, eighteen years old, in 
whose honor the mine was named. In 
addition to the above mentioned per
sons, there are three others, whom, on 
account of their intimate relation with 
the family and also by reason of the 
fact that our story is so vitally con
cerned with them, we shall now briefly 
describe.

The first of these is Eugene Brenton, 
a young and promising miner, a recent 
graduate from the School of Mines at 
Golden, Colorado. He is of poor but 
highly respected and intelligent par
ents; about twenty-four years of age, 
of a dark complexion with dark wavy 
hair. He has a wonderful voice for 
singing, and understands music.

Paul Mills is the second of the three 
persons mentioned above, and is also a 
student from Golden. He is of the same 
age as Eugene, but the son of wealthy 
parents and has never known hard
ships nor ever lacked money to do with 
as he pleased. Whereas Eugene was 
dark, Paul was an “absolute” blond. 
Both young men were musically in
clined—Eugene a cultured vocalist and 
Paul an expert on the violin. And 

again, both are anxious to learn by 
actual experience the business of min
ing under the tutorship of Mr. Feagans.

The last of the three is Molly 
McCarthy, a widow, who has been in 
the family as a domestic for many 
years and continued as such after the 
death of her husband, Jack, a trusty 
foreman. Molly’s position became of 
double importance at the death of 
Diana’s mother, five years ago. She 
now had to assume the relationship of 
mother to Diana as well as that of 
housekeeper. And last but not least, 
she had to look after the well being of 
Grit an intelligent Police dog.

It was the early part of April; to be 
exact, the fourteenth day when the 
Rockies were commencing to show up 
their wonderful green foliage when a 
large sedan drove up in front of the 
stately mansion; a gentleman alighted; 
he proved to be Mr. Lawrence Stan
ford, Mr. Feagans’ attorney. Before 
going up the broad gravel walk leading 
to the mansion, he stopped a while to 
view the beauty of the scenery. There 
was Old Baldy looming up in the back
ground; the foothills were covered with 
dark pine foliage, and farther up a 
light green belt of quaking Asp trees 
grew half way up to the timber line. 
On both sides of Baldy’s smooth round 
head were rugged peaks covered with 
snow and ice and beautiful pine trees. 
Having viewed the grandeur of nature 
at its best to his heart’s content, Mr. 
Stanford turned his steps in the direc
tion of the handsome dwelling house. 
On each side of the broad gravel walk 
were dense rows of pine trees tower
ing to lofty heights, intermingling their 
tops overhead.

The house as we previously indicated, 
was patterned after the southern style 
of architecture. In short, it had been 
copied from the old Henry Clay man
sion in Lexington, Kentucky. The rea
son for this is self-evident when we 
know that the Feagans were formerly 
from the Blue Grass region of Ken
tucky.

As the attorney was making his way 
up the walk to the house, Grit the police 
dog, ran out to meet him with the hair 
on his back standing straight up and 
a very threatening look in his dark 
brown eyes. Mr. Stanford stooped to 
pet his sleek brown head. Instinctively, 
Grit knew that all was well, so he 
wagged his tail, licked the attorney’s 
hand as much as to say: “Proceed, 
you’ll pass muster.” Dogs with their 
sixth sense highly developed know and 
understand more than “humans.” 
Nevertheless, Grit’s inborn caution kept 
him close to the attorney’s heels and 
to never lose sight of him.

Molly, the housekeeper, received Mr. 
Stanford at the door and ushered him 
into the spacious reception room; took 
his hat and coat and bade him sit down, 
telling him that Mr. Feagans would
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soon be at leisure. He did not sit down, 
however, but busied himself looking 
over the room and its contents. At 
first his eyes fell upon a case of ore, a 
marvelous collection from out of old 
mother earth. On the walls were many 
fine pictures and rare Indian relics. In 
the center of the room stood a very 
large aquarium filled with beautiful 
fish, sea weeds, shells and an air castle 
so frail that it seemed as though it 
might fall apart at any time; but so 
arranged that a variety of colored 
lights shone from out the castle win
dows and changed colors continually. 
Mr. Stanford watched it for a while 
because of its novelty. Then he turned 
his attention to several cages of fine 
German roller canaries, the very finest 
singers. Each bird was doing his level 
best to out-do the rest, at least so it 
seemed to him.

Strange as it may seem, all the while 
the attorney was making the round of 
the room, Grit was close at his heels, 
watching every move that he made. At 
last he got around to the place from 
which he started and came to the ore 
specimens again. He took a fine speci
men in order to examine it more closely 
and said to Grit as he stooped to pet 
him again on the head: “If I were to 
swipe some of these rare specimens, 
what would you do, Grit?” At once 
the dog began to growl; and again the 
hair on his back stood straight up and 
it appeared as though he was ready 
to spring at his throat. The attorney 
instantly replaced the specimen to its 
proper place fearing that the dog 
might do him bodily injury. At this 
point, however, the study door opened 
and Diana came slowly walking out of 
the room with a handkerchief to her 
eyes, showing evidence of weeping.

The door to the study room, now be
ing open, Mr. Stanford, as was his 
custom when called to confer with Mr. 
Feagans, walked in. The study room 
was as beautiful as the reception room, 
very large and spacious, much longer 
than wide. It was well lit up with 
beautiful hanging electric lights. The 
two sides of the room were lined with 
a fine collection of books. At one end 
of the room, between two large win
dows, ticked a Grandfather’s Clock 
peacefully to and fro. This clock had 
been an heirloom in the family for 
generations, coming originally from 
England. At the other end of the room 
between two large windows was an im
mense fire-place. The day on which 
this particular event of our story tran
spires—the fourteenth day of April, 
with the air still chilly and full of frost 
—huge logs several feet in length were 
piled one upon the other in the fire
place, where they burned and crackled 
throwing out into the room the fine 
odor of the pine.

A large office desk stood in the center 
of the room at which Mr. Feagans sat. 
Other pieces of furniture there were, 
such as chairs scattered about the room, 
a davenport and other overstuffed 
furniture, the finest that money could 
buy. As his attorney entered, Mr. Fea
gans motioned him to take a seat op

posite him and at the same time handed 
him a cigar; taking one himself, he 
asked the attorney to pardon him for 
not rising to greet him giving as his 
reason that he was not in the best of 
health.

Mr. Feagans proceeded at once to 
discuss his will. He explained that 
Diana was crying because “I mentioned 
to her that I would die some day, and 
likely very soon. I was compelled to 
give her the information that my heart 
had been bothering me considerably of 
late, and because of this fact, I might 
be found dead at any time. That is 
the reason why I sent for you. I want 
my property fixed up in good shape 
before I leave this old earth. I have 
questioned Diana about two young men, 
both mining engineers who are living 
here at the present time, learning the 
business of mining under my tutorship. 
They both seem fine young men if I 
am any judge of human nature. One, 
Eugene Brenton, from a poor family 
but of the very best stock. He has had 
to hustle to make his own way through 
college but came out with colors flying 
at the head of his class. Personally, I 
believe I like him best, but for the life 
of me I cannot tell why. The other 
young man is Paul Mills of a wealthy 
family and of about the same age as 
Eugene; that is, twenty-four years. 
He has never known the want of a dol
lar, reared as it were in the lap of 
luxury. It seems, so my daughter told 
me, she loves them both and does not 
know which one of them really has her 
heart. I have gone to this length ex
plaining to you this situation and de
scribing the two young men because 
they are both to figure in my will. Later 
on you will understand.” The will was 
soon written to the entire satisfaction 
of Mr. Feagans. Two competent per
sons from the mine were called in to 
witness the signature.

THE WILL
I hereby will and bequeath to my be

loved daughter, my only child, Diana 
Feagans, all my property both real and 
personal with the exception of my per
sonal check for One Hundred Thousand 
(100,000) dollars which shall be dis
posed of according to instructions found 
in another part of this will.

It is my will and desire that the two 
shafts of the Diana Mine shall continue 
to operate for the period of one year 
according to the following plan; 
namely, Eugene Brenton shall have per
sonal charge of the west shaft. Paul 
Mills shall have personal charge of the 
East shaft. Both young men shall be
gin work on their respective projects 
the day after I am laid to rest. My 
foreman, Mr. Jackson, shall keep an 
accurate account of the output of each 
mine shaft, separately, and display the 
same on the bulletin board daily. The 
one whose output is the greatest for the 
year, shall have my daughter in mar
riage, providing she is willing to enter 
matrimony with him. The one who 
comes in second best on his project, and 
therefore fails to win my daughter’s 
hand, shall receive the above mentioned 
check of One Hundred Thousand Dol

lars which I shall leave in blank for 
my attorney to fill in. In case Diana 
will not accept either of these young 
men, the amount of the check shall be 
equally divided between them. How
ever should one of them receive the per
sonal check, he shall immediately leave 
the Diana Mine and seek his fortune 
elsewhere. I appoint my attorney, 
Lawrence Stanford, Administrator to 
execute this my last will and testa
ment.

Also, good will and square dealing 
must be observed by all mentioned in 
this will, especially Eugene Brenton 
and Paul Mills; because IF THE 
DEAD CAN RETURN, I shall come 
to the square dealer by day, and to the 
SCOUNDREL BY NIGHT. I warn 
you—If one takes undue advantage of 
the other and if such a thing “CAN 
BE” just so surely will I return from 
the grave to visit such a one. Now 
remember, I say again, IF I FIND 
THIS CAN BE DONE; so be on the 
lookout for me.

Good will and Good By, and may God 
Bless you ALL.
John Brown
William Steward
Witnesses

Signed,
William Feagans (Seal)

Thereupon, Mr. Feagans shook hands 
with Mr. Stanford, which Eugene and 
Paul, who had sauntered in, also did. 
They were informed that they were 
beneficiaries and in a very peculiar way 
affected by the will, but would be in
formed in what way, in due time by 
Mr. Stanford. “Now boys,” said Mr. 
Feagans, “let us have some music; we 
will call in Diana to play the piano 
and let us have some rollicking songs. 
The atmosphere of this room seems 
stuffy to me and I feel sort of creepy 
all over.” The room was soon ringing 
with merriment and the regular at
mospheric condition of good will seemed 
ALMOST established. But Grit made 
life uncanny and dismal for them by 
his peculiar actions; he seemed restless 
and uneasy; even while the music was 
at its height he would howl, something 
very unusual for him. After the music 
had ceased he ran around the room 
sniffing and looking up into the face of 
each one present. Before Mr. Feagans he 
stopped and gave a dismal howl and 
whined several times. Before Diana 
he sat up on his hind legs and sneezed 
and sneezed. But when he came to 
Paul, he growled, showed his teeth and 
the hair on his back again stood on 
end and he acted as though he would 
like to jump at his throat. Toward 
Eugene, he acted differently and laid 
his brown head on his knees in a cares
sing manner, licked his hand and 
moaned as if he were in great distress. 
Mr. Feagans called him to his side and 
patted his sleek head and then he 
whined again. That same night Grit 
got out into the yard and stood below 
Mr. Feagans’ window and howled 
several minutes; under the window of 
Eugene’s room he did the same, but

(Continued on page 32)
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Personalities that Persist

HOW many of you, when sorting old 
keepsakes, or perhaps putting 

aside the personal belongings of some 
dear one, have experienced the sensa

tion of an invisible presence standing 
beside you?

If small personal possessions retain 
vibrations of previous owners, how 
much greater must be the vibrations 
surrounding houses wherein whole 
families have been born, lived and died. 
To you, who may be sensitive to these 
impressions, may I tell of an experience 
which happened to my family several 
years ago?

Rob, my husband and I were living 
in San Francisco, but by reason of a 
growing family we decided to move into 
a suburb where we would have larger 
grounds and more freedom for our ac
tive boys and girls. Accordingly, Rob 
and I rode in various directions inves
tigating conditions within commuting 
distance, seeking an ideal location.

One beautiful spring day, when the 
fruit trees were blooming and the very 
face of nature smiling, a real estate 
agent showed us some property, mak
ing an attractive price and immediate 
possession. It was a rambling house 
of boards, such as prevails in Califor
nia summer cottage architecture, hav
ing a large kitchen, living room, two 
bedrooms, sleeping porches, large un
finished cellar for storing wood, etc. 
There were several outbuildings —

By JESSIE KENYON
chicken house and sheds, an acre of 
ground planted to fruit trees, berries, 
etc. Located near the top of a high 
hill the view across the valley was mag
nificent.

As we wandered through the rooms, 
which were partly furnished in summer 
cottage style, Rob gradually became 
more and more silent and I, too, felt a 
strangeness there. However, it was 
everything we could desire—proximity 
to work, neighborhood, price—so we 
took an option and moved in.

Moving day was a busy one and we 
failed to accomplish more than mere 
convenience for the night, leaving the 
bulk of the unpacking for the follow
ing day. The children went to bed and 
to sleep, as all healthy youngsters do, 
but Rob and I remained awake, talking.

He said: “Jess, didn’t you feel kind 
of queer when we looked at this house?”

“Yes,” I replied. “I felt just as if 
someone were tiptoeing around behind 
me, following me from room to room.” 
And I laughed.

“That’s just the way I felt, too, and 
I simply can’t sleep.”

I thought he missed the city’s noises 
and disliked the strange surroundings, 
but I had not more than dozed off when 
he cried out in alarm: “Wake up! Wake 
up! Get the children out of this house!”

Knowing him to be the most unim
aginative man I ever met, I scolded him 
and told him to get some sleep because 
we had lots to do the next day. The 

minutes ticked away, and at last he 
could stand it no longer. He got out of 
bed and dressed and insisted that the 
children rise and dress too. We had 
hardly fastened the last button when 
we began to shiver, the children to cry 
and we all seemed to be grasped by 
some unseen, terrible force that threat
ened to overwhelm and destroy us. We 
were frightened and terrified. We 
dashed into the yard where the first 
faint pink of dawn lighted the eastern 
sky and inside of a few minutes we 
were ourselves again and laughing at 
ourselves for being ninnies.

As soon as he had breakfasted, Rob 
went down into the village, hunted up 
an old man and asked the history of 
our house. He learned that it was built 
from old lumber once used in the con
struction of refugee shacks after the 
terrible earthquake of 1906, to shelter 
the thousands of homeless in the great 
city. Small wonder we had been terri
fied and felt unseen footsteps trailing 
us through the house, when every board, 
every stick, every splinter of that house 
shrieked of utter terror and fright! We 
rummaged in the cellar and found 
boards with rusty stains, probably old 
blood-stains from victims whose lives 
had been crushed out in that April dis
aster, on which anniversary we had 
moved into this house! The vibration 
of fear which so terrified us inside the 
house did not prevail in the garden— 

(Continued on page 32)

Occultism
Reprint from The Beacon

THE true occultist is one who sees 
the hidden (that is, occulted) pat

tern or archetype of every living entity, 
and who having seen it and having un

derstood its significance in the uni
versal plan or “form” of the Cosmos, 
adds to the life-energy which at every 
moment is working to bring material 
substances into perfect adequacy to this 
pattern, the power of significance.

The true occultist does not direct 
Life-energies, does not rule over the 
forces of Life, but adds to the fulfill
ment thereof the fact of consciousness. 
He has no self-will that would alter the 
processes of Life, the karmic outwork- 
ings of the forces operating through his 
Soul and body. He knows of no will 
save the will of Life, in and through 
the whole of his being. Life alone is 
master and director. To it the true 
occultist surrenders all his power of 
direction. All that he does is to add to 
the natural processes of growth and 
soul-development consciousness. His 
only will is the will to significance.

Thus while the growth of plants is 
unconscious and perfectly adequate in 
the fulfillment of the cosmic function

By DANE RUDHYAR 
or destiny of the plant’s organism, 
while the growth of the ordinary man 
is twisted and perverted by the exer
cises of self-will and the folly of trying 
to rule life-energies—the true occul
tist’s growth is conscious. It is not 
deliberate, if by deliberateness self-will 
is understood. But it is fully signifi
cant, because fully conscious.

Life of itself, as energy, is not con
scious. But in man life can be united 
to consciousness. As that is done, the 
life-processes whereby material sub
stances are organized by Life in the 
likeness of archetypal forms become 
deepened and enhanced by conscious
ness. Life becomes fuller; it becomes 
pregnant with God which is All-con
sciousness.

The only effort necessary therefore 
is that required for never letting one 
moment pass without extracting there
from its full significance—or at any 
rate the fullest significance the mind 
is capable of perceiving. The really 
great man is one supremely endowed 
with the power to give significance to 
his experiences in accordance to the 
true Pattern or archetypal form of 
everything that is.

The will to true significance is the 
will to see clear through all fragmen
tary appearances to the archetypal 
form of every being and every cycle or 
moment of time. This requires the fac
ulty of perception of archetypal form 
—not clairvoyance but Seership, the 
power to perceive the “Mothers” or 
matrixes of all things, and to fecundate 
life with significance.

This faculty is developed through ab
stract thinking and self-integration in 
mind; through full and integral aware
ness of every moment and of every re
lationship ; through keen sympathy, 
“feeling with” all living beings; 
through utter surrender of self-will to 
Life; through a complete stilling of 
emotions (which give birth to self-will) 
and of pride or mental bias (which 
tends to distort perceptions).

Seeing “clear through” is thus based 
on the integral activity of the whole 
being. It is an act, the supreme and 
most complete act of humanhood; for, 
through it, Life becomes integrated in 
meaning. Man is the eternal agent and 
seed of this integration. Accomplish
ing it, he fulfills his essential destiny.
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THINGS
The Hour of Signs
By LUTHER McINTYRE

AT LEAST dull to me was Christmas 
Day, 1934. Warm with a drizzly 

rain, a gloomy landscape of lonesome 
highways. Was glad of the nearing 

end. At nightfall I called at the home 
of a neighbor chum; rather intimate 
we had been for many years, since 
early schooldays. But the friendly chat 
failed to dispel the phantoms of leth
argy that still persisted. I returned 
about nine o’clock, struck the lights and 
fire, drank a cup of coffee and mused 
all alone for an hour before retiring.

The soul vibrations of this voiceless 
prelude quickly reversed the strange 
languor that had lasted since early 
morn. From me something was pass
ing forever, it seemed. Life was blank, 
but light-hearted, cheerful and joyous
ly looking ahead for something soon to 
come. Then followed a restful slum
ber that lasted till about an hour past 
midnight.

I was awake and fully conscious of 
furniture and objects in general about 
the place of my customary repose. 
Quickly around me were human forms 
and voices purporting to be some of 
my dead friends, though their presence 
seemed only as incidental, not either 
approaching or looking directly at me. 
Then my vision was carried upward 
just above the earth plane with full 
view of external space.

Three globes of rarified appearance 
descended simultaneously and directly 
in straight line after each other. I was 
so entranced as to neither move nor 
speak. But from the subconscious 
faculty within was suddenly projected 
a discerning spirit that empowered me 
to unfold the floating symbols almost 
as readily as they appeared. By tran
scendental magic, within an hour the 
purports of years with volumes of de
tails transpired with greatest facility.

The three globes were three out
standing seers of modern times—Em
manuel Swedenborg, Andrew Jack 
Davis and Koresh (Cyrus R. Teed of 
“Hollow Earth” fame). But soon these 
three ascended diagonally to a much 
higher point, blended as one and be
came as a city of clustered vines and 
matted vegetation. In orderly succes
sion, this same phenomena was re
vealed three times; the forms and 
voices, the globes and city. Intricate 
yet simplified was the mystery—the co
ordination of the past, present and fu
ture—designing many things that must 
shortly come to pass, to expedite heal
ing of the world woes.

Two great lines of wisdom will meet 
and blend in one. Astrology of the 
firmament above and archaeology of 
the earth beneath, spiritually speaking, 
will recede from the glow and chaotic
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process of evolution and be submerged 
into the deeper mysteries of anthro
pology—thus accelerating all the func
tions of man—body, soul and spirit. 
This will more quickly assemble all ele
ments essential to the New Age. Sci
entifically it may be called Involution. 
From this the vitality of the physical, 
mental and spiritual will be conserved 
and rejuvenated for the simultaneous 
and universal growth of a New Order.

The power and usefulness of knowl
edge will be multiplied many fold. For 
soon Divine wisdom will be demonstrat
ed as all in all in every field of learn
ing. With this will come new opportu
nities to bless the young and cheer the 
old. Seal not this record of mystery, 
but delve into the depths thereof. Look 
to the east for dawn. Prepare for the 
greatest revolution of time, though wise 
and peaceful let it be. Look far ahead. 
The great New Deal has just begun.

The Tree of Life
By VENUS G. CALDWELL

E ARE just entering what may 
be called the field of vibration, in 

which we find more wonders than the 
mind can conceive. We are learning 
that what once appeared to be the great 
forces of Nature, are not, in a real 
sense, great at all.

All laws of nature are constructed 
for the protection of Life, and All Life 
is created and cared for in a nest. Birds 
build their nests in trees and they are 
constructed on the three prime laws of 
Nature—Triangle, Square, and Circle.

Our Earth Nest is connected with the 
Sun and Moon by Cosmic Rays, thus 
freeing it from gravity and weight, the 
same as the oriole nest hanging in the 
air by a twig on a tree.

The great dynamo, Sun, controls a 
power so gentle, causing man to be de
ceived, and he fails to recognize that 
vibration is a natural law of Nature. 
All living Souls are adjusted to its 
Motor Motion with ease. Birds fly in 
the air—fish swim in water. All space 
of the fourth dimension is filled with 
home-nests where in Life Souls come 
again and again, ever remaining in the 
circle of home radiation and are never 
lost.

Life neither comes nor goes—just IS, 
out in the silence where thoughts grow 
into physical things, cared for through 
the great tree, Fourth Dimension space, 
from its roots in the sun.

There is a music above and beyond 
the Sun—measured and controlled in the 
Ninth Vibration—known under the word 
LOVE—hidden with meaning, ever cre
ating love-nest material out of which 
SOULS GROW into physical things.

Every living Soul has a face in it— 
Sun, Moon, Clouds reflecting that some
thing—the “Little People” (Atoms and 
Electrons) whirling in space, creating 
motion, breath, ruled by the pulse-beat 
of Ocean dynamo, rhythmically, with 
the heart-beat of all Nature—breathing 
Life into living Souls as they come 
from the Sun, through the fourth di
mension of Space, pathway of living 
thoughts over a Radio Vibration.

Life through breath builds the Vege
table Kingdom, growing in summer’s 
Sun-heat, producing food for the Ani
mal Kingdom, whose body is an in
cubator wherein food is created into 
normal heat. These two kingdoms are 
used by LIFE in a love-nest wherein 
babies grow.

“A jug of Wine, a loaf of Bread, and 
Thou,” in the Sun today, with—Life 
and—just folks.

The Soul
By M. A. R. S.

HEN a member of my immediate 
family passes on to the Spirit

World, a strange, depressing, indescrib
able sensation passes through my hid
den body, not the physical, but the body 
that is holding the physical body. It lasts 
for a few seconds, then is gone. My 
first experience of the kind was just 
seven days before my mother passed 
away. She was living just three miles 
from where I was in the country. She 
was ill several months before she 
passed on.

The next time I experienced the same 
sensation was three years after and I 
was living in the heart of New York 
City and my father was four hundred 
miles away. That experience happened 
seven days before father passed from 
the physical body to the Spirit world. 
Seven years later, while I was still liv
ing at the same place, Fifth Avenue, 
near Union Square, I experienced that 
same indescribable sensation (which 
always lasts just a few seconds) just 
seven days before my sister passed on. 
She was living four hundred miles 
away and was ill one week. Then again 
that same experience when a nephew 
and niece passed away, but never when 
uncles, aunts or cousins pass from the 
physical body.

Then the last time that strange being 
touched me, a brother was very ill. The 
physician and family all thought he 
was going, he himself said he thought 
so, for days—I held the thought, Love, 
God, in my mind, and tried to project 
that thought into his mind instead of 
going into his room. He is still in the 
flesh. That experience was after I had 
been reading along new thought lines 
for several years.
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Mercury and Venus
By M. R. STOTTLEMEYER

(Continued from last month) 
WELL, when Rebecca’s fifty acre 

field of alfalfa commenced to 
grow, the beauty of that green in Octo
ber attracted the attention of everyone 
who passed. She immediately had an 
offer for her little farm, but her plan 
was to lift the mortgage with that hay 
and she did not want to sell her little 
farm.

Everyone commenced to ask, “How is 
she going to get all that hay made?” 
An original human most always excites 
the curiosity of conventional humans, 
she will find something out. They did 
not seem to notice that Rebecca most 
always got things done without making 
a mountain out of a mole hill, see?

Mercury gives his own great skill and 
power to work mind and hands to
gether. And Rebecca worked her hands 
and mind at the same time, that is why 
she did things with so little effort that 
those around her did not realize what a 
lot of work she would get through with. 
But Rebecca was not bothered about 
how that alfalfa hay would get made. 
She had faith enough to know that 
when the time would come to make it 
there would be help. A crop of alfalfa 
sowed in the fall is not cut until the 
summer of the following year.

Rebecca lived one day at a time and 
trusted God for the rest. She took 
great pride in doing everything as near 
perfect as it could be done. She also 
was dependable. If she promised to do 
anything, she remembered to do it; she 
never broke her word. But with all 
her good traits still they found fault 
with her because she did not get mar
ried.

“Hello, Aunt Nell, when did you 
come?”

“I got off the last trolley that passed, 
didn’t you see it stop?”

“No, I did not notice it stop.”
“I guess you were tod busy talking 

to George.”
“Yes, I was trying to convince him 

that he had better get a tractor instead 
of trying to get me to move across the 
fence on his farm.”

“And were you trying to teach him 
something about the stars?”

“No, indeed, he never reads anything 
but the country papers. Could not 
teach him anything about the stars, or 
science of any kind, not even scientific 
farming. Physical attraction is all that 
fellow sees in me—soul and intellect he 
is not interested in. And even if he 
were, we would not be astrologically suit
ed. The one whom I would get interested 
in must have a birthday between the 
last day of September and the twen
tieth day of October, or between the 
last day of January and the twentieth 
day of February, see?”

“Why, Rebecca, I cannot understand, 
you have had so many admirers. 
Haven’t any of them had birthdays at 
the proper time? And how do you find 

out? You don’t seem to have them 
around very long.”

“Well, Aunt Nell, I always have my 
star book in sight, and I seem to know 
when anyone is congenial or not; the 
sixth sense, I guess. And the chemical 
that Mercury rules is quicksilver, see? 
Some things I do quick. And I always 
seem to know, and just will not give a fel
low any encouragement. In other words, 
I will not let him think I am interested 
in him just to have him take me around 
and spend money on me when I know 
I don’t like him and never could.”

“Well, Rebecca, I admire your high 
sense of honor, but I think you are let
ting too many good chances go by.”

“You think they are good chances, 
Aunt Nell, because there is plenty of 
money back of each one, and a good 
home. It does not take much money 
for me to be comfortable, and I think 
more about reading and cultivating 
one’s intellect, one’s talents. In other 
words, isn’t it funny, Aunt Nell, how 
everyone smiles when you say that—■ 
that one has lots of money—and how 
interested they get when there is money 
piled up inside of brick or marble walls 
back of his name? No one thinks much 
of character or intellect, but just say 
money, then he is all right no matter 
what the character.”

“But, Rebecca! You can’t say that 
any of your associates are bad charac
ters.”

“No, certainly not, but stupid and in
different, don’t care whether they learn 
anything but grab money, try to turn 
everything into money. And that is 
not strength of character from my 
viewpoint. Look at that hay on the 
other side of the fence, dried up sticks. 
It should have been made ten days ago, 
when it was juicy; too dry now, no 
nourishment in it for the cows or 
horses, the condition it is in now, hut 
George don’t care, he is counting the 
money he is going to get for it and not 
caring for the nourishment for the ani
mals or the poor quality of milk that 
cows will give from such hay. That is 
why people have bad luck, because they 
never think how it will affect the other 
fellow in a deal. We must give the 
best, and think of the other fellow in 
a business deal, whether it will be for 
his interest as well as ours. That is 
the right way to live this life, but few 
live it right. All George thinks is 
money—don’t care if he makes it in 
what I call an honorable way or not. 
That is, if he gives the very best in 
exchange for the money he receives or 
not. That does not interest him.”

“Perhaps you are too critical, Rebec
ca.”

“Well, Aunt Nell, I get so tired of 
everyone trying to. get me a man that 
I just have to tell you why they do not 
interest me. Don’t you think that some 
of us ought to have higher ideals and 

ambitions than to get tied fast to a 
male of the human species?”

“But maybe if you married one you 
could lead him up to your high ideals.”

“No, indeed, Auntie dear, never could 
I make a great big soul out of a little 
one; that is the work of the Gods and 
it takes them an eternity to do the soul 
making.”

“Why, Rebecca, what a young philos
opher you are.”

“I don’t know what I am, Aunt Nell, 
but I do know and always listen care
fully to that still voice from within, 
especially about anything so serious as 
being bound for life to another human, 
and human he must be. And if I don’t 
listen to that still, small voice, I am 
sure to get into trouble.”
“I think the postman just stopped at 

the mail box.”
“Yes, I noticed he did and I am going 

after the mail right now.”
Rebecca came back from the mail box 

with several letters in her hand, but 
she did not look altogether pleased.

“Well, what is it?”
“Why, Edgar is coming and is bring

ing a friend with him for the week-end. 
Edgar is a very nice nephew, but this 
thing of him bringing his friends out 
here for the week-end is a nuisance.”

Edgar is the son of a sister of Elea
nor and Rebecca, and he works in 
Washington, D. C.

“When will they get here?”
“On the next trolley from Frederick; 

they came that far by bus.”
“And your other letter, Rebecca, what 

is that?”
“Why, Aunt Nell, that is a pleasant 

surprise—it is a check for that short 
story that I sent to New York a few 
months ago.”

“Why, Rebecca, I never heard of such 
a thing—you write a story?”

“Sure, why not? Mercury, ruler of 
expression, Mercury, my star. All 
things come to him who waits, if he 
hustles while he waits.”

“There they are, the car is slowing 
up.” The trolley line was just a hun
dred yards from the house and sure 
enough, Edgar and a great six-foot 
specimen of the male of the human 
species stepped off the trolley, and in a 
few minutes he was being presented to 
the aunties, also the great aunt. “My 
Aunts Eleanor and Rebecca, also Aunt 
Nell, Mr. Ryan.”

The first thing the young man no
ticed was the tractor and that almost 
took Rebecca’s breath, for that tractor 
was Rebecca’s pet, her whole heart was 
wrapped up in it and when he seemed 
interested in it, Ryan and Rebecca 
started out to the shed where the trac
tor was. The next surprise for Rebec
ca was when he suggested getting it 
out and cutting the acre of alfalfa in 
front of the house. In less than an 
hour he had that acre of alfalfa off.

(Continued on page 24)
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The Human Body . . . Disease and Causes

(Reprint from The Two Worlds) 
(Continued from last month) 

DONES heal automatically because 
marrow is forced out by pressure to 

all weak parts, and then after the crev
ices are filled up, ossification completes 
the job and equilibrium is restored.

The cell is the unit of structure and 
function of all living things. Plant cells 
can assimilate plastids, but in animals 
the blood has to be of purer consistency.

The lymphatic system floats all or
gans and parts of the body, keeps all 
parts oiled and prevents adhesions nor
mally as well as bathing and mending 
all body tissues.

The various parts of the body, in
cluding the gums, are connected by a 
lymphatic tissue.

Lymph is a slightly yellowish water 
fluid and is a form of blood serum. It 
coagulates slower than red blood. Red 
blood to hold the fort, and lymph to do 
the repaii’ work is the ideal situation 
for a repair job in the body and for 
that reason nature has seen fit that 
blood vessels carrying red blood flow 
through all of the organs and bones.

Before we go into the causes and 
effects of internal diseases, let us study 
types of build of people, there being 
three only, the thin, the fat, and the 
medium or normal.

The ribs flare out from the midline 
at the junction of the chest and the ab
domen in the heavy-built type, while in 
the thin person this angle is very nar
row.

The thin type has enormous lungs, 
so that air does not blow in and out of 
all the lung spaces, and they are pe
culiarly liable to tuberculosis. The 
heavy type, on the contrary, has very 
small lungs, and because he does not 
breathe in and out a good over-supply 
of oxygen to burn the food he eats, it 
accumulates in the form of fat, which 
has something to do with his obesity.

In the thin type the heart hangs de
pendent with a long, elastic aorta and 
in the heavy one it is squat, with a 
short, wide aorta, which shows that 
there must be pressure to cause such 
an effect just as pressure on the deep- 
seated lungs of the thin type causes 
tuberculosis. The heavy type are there
fore associated with a tendency towards 
arterial degeneration and high blood
pressure. The blood has to be pumped 
through a greater amount of weight of 
the body in a fat type than in a thin 
type.

The stomach of the thin type is long 
and drooping and there is mechanical 
difficulty in getting a meal moved up 
from the low-hanging stomach out into 
the intestines, therefore there is a 
heavy feeling and gas after eating. 
They are the dyspepsia type and are 
also subject to constipation.

The heavy type has a small stomach, 
which is high placed and empties easily. 
They are seldom constipated.

By H. A. SWENSON, N.D.
Whether a person is fat or thin de

pends upon how porous their kidneys 
are, which condition changes as one 
gets older. The more porous one’s kid
neys are, the hardei’ it is to become fat, 
because the liquids of the body cannot 
help but drain away, which condition 
makes it helpless to store up fat or 
weight.

Tumors are abnormal swellings on 
any part of the body. They are classed 
as benign and malignant. As nature 
abhors a vacuum, so also does the body 
a vacant or weak tissue. In structure, 
the tumors are a reproduction of the 
normal tissue, but they differ from it 
in being less fully developed and there 
is a tendency to undergo degenerative 
changes, as they are cut off from the 
general circulation.

Tumors are classified and known as 
fatty, bony, fibrous, lymphatic and car
tilaginous. Hydracele is a form of 
water tumor while varicocele is a tumor 
of the blood due to weakness of veins. 
Hernias are tumors when hydrostatic 
reasons cause them to fall below their 
accustomed positions for lack of sup
porting strength of retaining walls or 
muscles.

Let us see the ways nature uses to 
repair internally. Externally is usu
ally a success except in diseases of the 
blood where the repair material is de
ficient and results likewise. Of course, 
the efficacy of repair internally also de
pends upon good materials to work 
with, but the handicap is greater inter
nally on account of hydrostatic pres
sure of all the weight of the body 
against the weakened tissue or organ.

Equilibrium must exist or growth 
will continue. The blood stream and 
plasma is always filling and mending 
in little ways, attaching itself to worn- 
out parts and filling up crevices in 
muscles, etc. Ulceration and red blood 
does healing and mending in a larger 
way depending on favorable conditions 
to work.

The lungs are composed of honey
comb-like cells to which air passes by 
means of the bronchial tubes. Within 
the lungs are ramifications of the pul
monary artery and veins, bronchial 
arteries and veins, lymphatics, and 
nerves, the whole being bound together 
by fibrous tissue. Each lung is en
closed in a serous membrane, the 
pleura, which extends to its roots and 
is then expanded on the chest wall. 
Lungs have a greater density of lung 
tissue at the top as more pressure 
(floating pressure) is exerted there. 
There are two kinds of consumption, 
the galloping or rapid form and the 
chronic ulcerative tuberculosis.

White cells accumulate in the blood 
when oxygen is not getting through 
properly because less oxygen makes 
more room for the white blood cor
puscles which fill up the circulation to 
make up for the amount missing, there

fore we have fewer red blood corpuscles 
while sleeping. The mathematics of 
respiration is perfect, and once the 
white blood corpuscles accumulate it is 
hard to get enough red ones back to 
take their places and an anemia condi
tion will persist indefinitely.

If we analyze all kinds of consump
tion or tuberculosis we will find that 
nature is fighting in the only way she 
knows to overcome some kind of pres
sure that is disturbing the equilibrium 
of the body and when the condition of 
the blood is right and strong patches 
(tubercles) can be made she will win, 
but if not, ulceration, necrosis and de
generative processes will.

The hard cancer most frequently 
affects the axilla, the parotid glands of 
the neck, and the female breast while 
the soft cancer frequents the internal 
organs, such as the stomach, spleen, kid
neys, liver, aesophagus and intestines. 
Hard cancer mostly affects people over 
fifty years of age and lingers many 
years.

Cancel’ is caused by the body repair 
crew working against hydrostatic 
pressure at the weak spot internally. 
Where the pressure is not too great a 
hard cancer will be the result, if there 
is plenty of red blood, but when the 
lymph stream is responsible for repair 
work, coagulation and mending go on 
at a slower rate and the weakness in
creases faster than the mending can, 
growth will continue until obstruction 
follows. A cancer also grows roots to in
crease strength as they have to hold 
while they try to mend.

No parts of the body are above wear
ing out and all are subject to hydro
static pressure. I could mention in
flammation of the bile ducts and gall 
bladder, gallstones, necrosis, and de
generation of tissues and organs, but 
we can see that they are all due to ab
normal conditions.

What part does evolution play as far 
as disease is concerned? Did the germ 
come first, and if so, where did it live 
before animal life came into being? 
Evolution is too slow a process for na
ture, as everything grows according to 
a predestined pattern and plan and the 
results are quickly and accurately ob
tained.

Silence
by W. J. Hubbell

I sit in silence and quiet of the night
My thoughts are miles away;

I hearken for the words I know will 
come

To guide me the following day;
A vision I behold, that beckons me on;

I follow it unquestioningly;
It is following the path the Master led,

My Path of Destiny.
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AUTHENTIC 
TAROT CARDS
The Key to the Royal Path of Life

--------->---------

• To preserve the knowledge stored in an
cient sacred books, the wise men of the Nile, 
sensing coming destruction, recorded on 
cards their occult knowledge. Realizing the 
frailties of man, they left these cards for the 
future generations with the full knowledge 
that this record would be kept through Man’s 
sense of adventure.
© Through the medium of these cards, oc
cult wisdom of the old civilizations is brought 
to moderns and turned to their use for divi
nation of the future.
• Beautifully designed and executed, each 
card is a true representation of those per
fected by the early priests. They are printed 
in four colors in the convenient size of mod
ern playing cards.
• For those who wish to delve more deeply 
into this fascinating subject we have pre
pared the Advanced Course in Tarot Card 
Interpretation.
• The Tarot Cards are priced at $3.00 per 
pack, including a booklet of instructions. 
The Advanced Course is priced at $5.00. For 
a limited time we are making a Special Offer 
of both the Cards and the Course for $7.00.

MILJAN PUBLISHING CO.
154 Nassau Street, New York City
Please send me the

Tarot Cards_________________ $3.00
Advanced Course ----------------------  5.00
Special Offer (both the above)____  7.00

A ddress.......................................................... —

My remittance of__ ___ ______ is enclosed.

; Turn Your Talents to Success
• Numeroscope and Lucky Days______________ $1.00
• REGULAR $5.00 READING—Personal
• Numeroscope, Horoscope, Best Days,X 3-year Forecast. Ask questions___________$3.00
• Send full original name) date, month, year of
• birth} married name} present signature.
! MARY ADAMS
• 63 31 Kimbark Ave. Chicago, Ill.

Ask your News-Dealer for

The OCCULT DIGEST
If he says he hasn’t got it send us his 
name and address. We will send him 
a sample copy Post-Haste.

Have You Seen Our Cat?
A fine, large, beautiful cat with colored coat in 
symbolic design) has a tale of quality—star-loro 
to inspire power to your purpose.
This new 40-page . catalogue is descriptive of 
Llewellyn Publications. Astrological books with 
a purpose for people who think. Besides birthday 
readings and special offers, it contains detailed 
descriptions and tables of contents of important 
books on astrology for layman, student and prac
titioner.
Send stamp for this unusually interesting 
cat.
LLEWELLYN PUBLISHING COMPANY 

8921 National Blvd. O, Palms
Los Angeles, California

• Don’t Miss the Next Issue

NUMEROLOGY
Your Name Analyzed By Mary Adams
Send full name and present signature, also year, month and day of birth. Communications with
out name and address will not be answered. Analysis should pertain to yourself and not to someone 
else. Address NUMEROLOGIST, The Occult Digest, 1900 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
Names are not analyzed privately for a stamped, self-addressed envelope. The service in the maga
zine is free and is designed to help those who are in distress.

W.F.C.S., Ill.—Your signature is per
fect. You can also use your first and 
last name to good advantage. You have 
a good business head; fond of home and 
friends; honest, conservative; rather 
fond of ceremony in your contacts. Mu
sic or science appeals to you. Politics, 
too.

E.F.K., Ill.—You are logical, ana
lytical, practical; not emotional, but 
with plenty of hard, common sense. You 
are intuitive in a logical sort of way— 
not particularly spiritual. Your pro
fessional name is good. Keep honest 
and helpful in your dealings with 
others.

R.S., Wis.—Your signature is good. 
You are a good thinker; have a pleas
ant, executive personality and should 
be interested in things of a physical 
nature, such as foods, drugs, real 
estate. You have a good sense humor.

E. O’N., Calif.—Use the name Essie A.
O’N----- . You are energetic, system
atic, able to handle routine. If you use 
this name your executive ability will be 
increased. You are a hard worker and 
stick strictly to business.

F. P., N. Y.—Your personal signature 
is excellent. You are affectionate, home
loving; have a keen, logical brain, prob
ably fond of music. You know how to 
keep your mouth shut. For that rea
son friends will confide in you.

A.K., Pa.—Just add an “s” to your 
present name and you will be in much 
better harmony. You can meet people 
and deal with them pleasantly. You 
need to be in some active business 
where you can move around. You can 
carry responsibilty and people like you. 
Give all the service you can, for your 
success lies in helping others.

M.E.T., Calif. —The initial “E” is 
better than the full name. You are 
sympathetic, anxious to help others. 
The stage and drama has a strong ap
peal for you. Occult and psychic sub
jects intrigue you. You like the best 
of everything, yet you are not selfish.

P.M.S., Ill. — You are artistic, cre
ative, love rhythm and harmony. Ad
vertising would be a good field for you. 
You are logical, deliberate, seldom im
pulsive, versatile, magnetic. Yet you 
are rather faddish and eccentric and 
think pretty well of yourself.

R. C.S., Pa.—Don’t use your hus
band’s name. You have a perfectly 
good one of your own, P----- M. S-------.
You are easy-going, artistic, social, but 
don’t sink your personality in that of 
your husband. You love your home.

S. H.B., Pa.—Of course, if you like
your signature it is all right, but Sarah 
H. B-----  would be better. You would
make a good teacher; are a conscien

tious worker, refined, conservative, with 
a good voice for speaking or singing.

M.L.G., Fla.—Try not to be so posi
tive; give the other fellow a chance. 
His opinions may not be as good as 
yours, but you better listen. You will 
succeed in the field of philosophy and 
psychology. You are too strong to 
limit yourself. Study everything—but 
one at a time. You need them all.

M.L.E., Mich.—Unless you can tell 
me what honors you are “striving for,” 
hew can I tell you whether you will 
succeed? There is never a birth path 
that does not hold “indications of suc
cess,” but I cannot tell whether it is the 
goal you are seeking.

F.McL.,  Canada — Use the middle 
initial “A” with your first and last 
name. You are both artistic and prac
tical, a natural money-maker, but 
rather through professional than com
mercial lines. Music would be a good 
profession; advertising a good business.

V.M.M., N. J.—I do not know how to 
translate the Russian date into the date 
as we use it. Your married name in
dicates that you are versatile, fond of 
change and new experiences.

E.B., Ill.—Always print your name. 
I am not sure whether the second let
ter is “a” or “o.” Your birth path 
shows that you are reliable, conserva
tive, honest; the mother-helper-teacher 
type.

M.L.W., Ohio—In order to attain suc
cess you must keep your gear “in high.” 
You can go up, up, up, and down, down, 
down. You are versatile, but logical 
and methodical; artistic and practical. 
Yes, this sounds inconsistent, but it is 
not. You have great possibilities. 
Learn to handle your talents.

L.M.M-B., Mich.—You give me two 
names and then sign yourself in a third 
way. If your name is L----- M. M------ ,
that is best. You should study occult 
subjects or follow dramatic work. You 
should be in touch with the public.

E.E.S., Ohio—You are very practi
cal, clear-headed; if you drop your mid
dle initial you will have success.

J.B.T., Ill.—You are very artistic, 
versatile, optimistic, much imagination. 
Do not change your signature. You 
are creative, original, with an instinc
tive feeling for showmanship. Seek 
friends among professional or moneyed 
people. Learn to concentrate.

S.E.H., Calif.—You are masterful in 
both mind and body. Your present sig
nature is good; so was your old one. 
You have led an active, generally suc
cessful life and your business must have 
touched mechanics or mathematics at 
some angle.
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PSYCHIC REVELATION
Your Problems Solved

You are allowed one question. Please write briefly and plainly. 
Questions without name and address are not answered. Ad
dress ZA’DEL, The Occult Digest, 1900 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

Questions are not answered privately for a stamped, self addressed envelope. The 
service in the magazine is free and is designed to help those who are in distress.

GREAT 'pfENTA[PHY5ICS'

SECRET0F ALL TIME
AUTHORITATIVELY REVEALED

Ill.—A very wonderful oppor
tunity for the future will be offered for 
your consideration; later, advance
ment.

H.E., Ind.—Yes, keep in the fresh 
air as much as possible and breathe 
deeply. Your whole outlook on life 
will brighten beginning with the first 
of May.

J.R., N. Y.—Conditions will change. 
You will have some very pleasant sur
prises and will be well pleased to ac
cept them.

E. L., Califs—Business at this time 
is preferable.

H.Y., Wis.—You will get work; it 
will not be to your liking but do the 
best you can. It will lead to better 
things later on.

V. M., Calif.—No immediate change, 
hold fast—the Summer brings better 
conditions and the Fall brings a com
plete change.

M.D.B., Kans.—Yes, you can not fail.
W. S.N., Tex.—Time not given; con

tent yourself as you are; better times 
follow the dearth.

M.E., Pa.—Yes, but not for years 
but you will be happy.

F. M.S., S. Dak.—Let your heart de
cide and all will be well.

F.J.R.,  Ind—Not soon. Time brings 
many changes but not that one.

Photographing the Spirit of Your Departed Dead
(Continued from page 11)

trary, the investigation is carried on 
until it is learned who those present 
were, it becomes a valuable asset to the 
cause and possibly to the investigator. 
To one who does not wish to carry on 
a search for the identity of those who 
appeared, it is never advisable to sit 
for a photo unless firmly convinced of 
the genuineness of the phenomenon.

The spirit world is all about us just 
as is the material world. Great men 
and women who have lived here and 
returned to the spirit world are often 
interested in those engaged in some 
calling to which those great lives were 
dedicated. Artists, poets, inventors, 
explorers, scientists and others do not 
end their mundane activity when they

A REQUEST FOR CHANGE OF ADDRESS must reach us at least thirty 
days before the date of issue with which it is to take effect. Duplicate copies 
cannot be sent to replace those undelivered through failure to send such ad
vance notice. With your new address be sure also to send us the old one, , 
inclosing if possible your address label from a recent copy.

F.McC., 0.—There is no reason why 
you should not do the thing you so 
much desire. You need more realiza
tion of your own value.

F.P.H., Ill.—You are a natural born 
engineer and can succeed at any work 
which allows you to create with your 
hands the images of your brain.

R.I.P., Md.—Do not be in a hurry; 
there are breakers ahead. You have 
creative power; work out your ideas 
first.

M.W.G.A., la.—Fight for your rights 
and you will get them and it will pay 
later.

E.T.W., Wash.—There will be many 
changes but they do not change your 
condition; that can only be changed 
through a change of attitude toward 
Life and those whom you contact daily. 
Late Fall brings you better circum
stances.

J.W., Wis.—Not indicated.
M.K.K., O.—Hold it if you can; the 

future will bring adjustment.
E.F.S., Ala.—You have talent for 

creative art and can write on these sub
jects.

O.A.H., Ill.—Make up your mind to 
map out a course for yourself as party 
will not return. You have creative 
ability; depend on yourself.

leave this world, but continue to ex
press through the living by directing 
their activities.

We deem it a great privilege to meet 
a living person who has accomplished 
some great work, but how much more 
interesting to know that the spirit of 
that same one comes back to labor with 
us for the accomplishment of something 
that will benefit mankind. If we can 
forget our own selfish desire to see our 
loved ones’ faces or hear their voices, 
we may be able to learn many valuable 
lessons from the spirit communications 
received in various ways.

We leave you to ponder over Dr. Dun
more’s words until next month when 
we will resume the discussion. 

o Buried beneath the ritual and the eso
teric symbols of the authentic Ancient 
Teachings lies One Great Underlying 
Secret. To understand this Secret is to 
have undisputed Mastery over all condi
tions. Health, Youth, Wealth, Success — 
all bow in submission to IT.
• Many sincere students have searched 
for some Teacher who could reveal that 
Secret, only to be disappointed. Lost in a 
maze of occult and mystical subterfuges, 
they still seek.
• Only One who has personally experi
enced and consciously used the tremen
dous, dynamic power of the SELF can 
instruct you honestly. Turn to the au
thoritative source. Let Edwin J. Dingle, 
F.R.G.S., who spent 21 years in the 
Orient in search of the True Teachings, 
instruct you in the Wisdom imparted to 
him orally in the Temples of Tibet.
• A frank, straightforward booklet will 
tell you how you, too, may learn a proven 
method that leads to full understanding 
of that Secret. Write for it today.

The INSTITUTE of MENTAIPHYSICS
The Authoritative School, Dept. OD-5 

2nd and Hobart Los Angeles, Calif.
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FREE 
BOOK

Edwin J. Dingle
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Universal Mysticism
A course of lessons including Psychic Un- 
foldment, Metaphysical Studies, Occult 
Power, Healing, Oriental Philosophy, etc. 
One or more lessons sent weekly for a 
monthly free-will offering. Compiled and 
written by Royal E. Parks, Editor of
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Mercury and Venus
(Continued from page 20)

Then Eleanor called them to supper 
and after supper, when Rebecca start
ed to milk the cows, Ryan took the pail 
and milked the cows for her, watered 
and fed them, and fed the chickens.

After the evening work was all done 
and they were sitting on the porch en
joying the moonlight and the fragrance 
of the fresh-cut alfalfa, Ryan com
menced to talk about the stars and point 
out to them the different groups of 
stars that belonged to each of the signs 
of the Zodiac. Rebecca commenced to 
wonder which was his star. After a 
little while he told them that his ruling 
planet was Venus and that October 
first was his birthday.

All day Sunday Ryan watched Rebec
ca’s every move and when she was not 
helping Eleanor, he and Rebecca were 
talking books, stars and the tractor, 
and when time for them to start back 
to Washington, D. C., Ryan went to 
Eleanor and asked if he might come 
back and work the tractor to get the 
fifty acres of alfalfa in. She answered 
that that was for Rebecca to decide, 
and when he looked at Rebecca her 
eyes answered that question.

“All things come to him who waits, 
if he hustles while he waits.”

BE INFORMED

THE SECRETS OF HANDWRITING 
REVEALED

S.nd i.vcr.l line, of your own handwriting—preferably somethin! you have already written. 
Communication« without name and address will not be answered. Address Grapho-Analysis, 

The Occult Digest, 1900 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois

Your Handwriting Analyzed By Knute 0. Holm

M.N., Fla.—You are aggressive and 
energetic. You hurry rapidly from one 
thing to the next, yet you are calm and 
self-possessed even in emergencies.

D.R.,  D. C.—The change in the angle 
of the writing indicates that you are 
more reserved than ever. Somethin 
may have happened that has caused you 
to withdraw within yourself. This has 
intensified an already very reserved na
ture. The fact of the matter is that 
you keep to yourself too much. You 
are friendly at heart but you hide your 
feelings.

D.J.S.,  N. Y.—The condition of your 
base line tells us several things. In the 
first place, you are of a very decisive 
nature, very7 optimistic and always 
manage to take a hopeful view of life. 
This in spite of the fact that you are 
cautious to a point of timidness.

A.G., Ga.—An unusual ability to con
centrate is plainly disclosed in your 
writing. You are also a practical and 
capable person, but do not let your 
tendency to procrastinate develop any 
further. Use your will-power and over
come it.

M.B.S., Pa. — The acquisitiveness 
proves you are interested in obtaining 
property. In this sense of the word you 
are ambitious. You have dexterous 
hands and skill in making things. Your 
best chance lies in this field.

K.K., Pa.—-A good deal of freedom 
in thought and action is disclosed in 
your script. You do not mind so much 
what other people may think as long 
as you feel that you are doing the right 
thing. The method you use to accom
plish your desires does not count as 
much as results. Yet you have a fine 
sense of pride and are circumspect in 
your deportment. Please use ink when 
writing.

M.F., Ohio—There is some evidence 
of the psychical and psychological in 
your writing. But you possess an in
vestigative and highly analytical mind. 
It is these mental traits that carry you 
along. You are interested in the fun
damentals of things. It proves your 
ability to probe into and find out about 
them.

M.E.T., Calif.—Although you possess 
an active sense of humor you do not 
intend to let anyone impose upon you. 
The retracing of some letters also 
proves that you are very cautious in 
your undertakings. You do not want 
to go into anything until you know it 
can be done. There are some traits 
that you need to overcome.

D.S.P., L. I., N. Y.—We cannot hon
estly advise you to take up writing as 
you have no natural ability. However, 
you have talent along artistic fields 
that may compensate for your lack of 
ability as a writer. Your color sense 

is pretty good, but your understanding 
of graceful lines and their use is much 
better. You can succeed in some orna
mental or decorative line where these 
traits are necessary.

S.H.B., Pa.—You are aggressive and 
energetic. These traits, together with 
your desire for traveling and some
thing new all the time, are responsible 
for your restlessness. You want to be 
on the go all the time. There is a good 
deal of determination in your writing, 
but you need to develop a little more 
will-power.

B.B., Pa.—A strong resentment to
wards anything that you consider to be 
an imposition is clearly shown in your 
script. When you go into or undertake 
anything, you want to do it as you 
think best. You possess a fervent and 
accurate mind. So no doubt you can do 
things well. Yet you have a tendency 
to overlook details. You have ability 
along a certain line.

V.H., Ind.—You take a hopeful view 
of things and life in general. You are 
an active and capable person and have 
ability to plan things out. That you 
look after small details is plainly in
dicated and the loop letters disclose a 
strong imagination. Anything that you 
go into must offer you a good deal of 
change or variety or something new 
or you will not feel satisfied.

M.B.S., N. Y.—A strong character 
and a very decisive nature is plainly 
shown in your writing. There is lead
ership and self-reliance in every stroke. 
You could successfully fill almost 
any executive position that you may 
step into. In this respect alone you are 
an unusual person. You have remark
able ability as an actress. But because 
you are inclined to be exacting in your 
demands, some people feel you are 
somewhat difficult to get along with. 
Watch that your resentment does not 
get the better of you.

L.Z.,  N. Y.—-Never mind what your 
friends say about your writing. We do 
not go by looks and we certainly have 
seen some that are a lot worse than 
yours in more ways than one. The force 
of some strokes proves that you are a 
rather determined sort of person. You 
are capable of overcoming material dif
ficulties and are accurate in your work. 
You are also diplomatic in your asso
ciation with others.

O.P., Ill.—You have ability for gen
eral office work. But we suggest that 
you take up drafting or some line of 
draftsmanship. This requires skilled 
hands, an innate understanding of 
lines, a keen mind and a willingness to 
stay pretty much in one place. You 
possess all of these, but they need to 
be developed. Also there are some 
traits that you need to overcome.
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ASTROLOGY
Your Question Answered by Astrology by Haasan Osiris
One question only answered. Enclose full birthdate, place and hour of birth. Question 
should pertain to yourself and not to someone else. Communications without name and address 
will not be answered. Address Astrologer, The Occult Digest, 1900 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.

M.F., Ind.-—Cheer up, it is darkest just 
before the dawn. The spring months 
look very much better and if you will 
let them be so you will have nothing to 
complain about shortly.

L. Z., N. Y.—You ought to be a suc
cess as a society editor on a newspaper. 
You need to be in some kind of work 
where you can be your own boss. 
Stenography will never be successful 
for you.

K.K., Pa.—I do not print horoscopes 
here. This column is conducted for the 
purpose of answering questions only.

M. A.D., Ill.—Remain in your present 
position until May when favorable op
portunities for change occur.

O.P., Ill.—There is not the slightest 
doubt but what you will be most suc
cessful in art. Your Venus is favor
ably aspected for it and Jupiter also 
favorable for monetary gain therefrom. 
Among the many things that you are 
talented for, I believe there is not one 
as promising as a career in art, illus
trating and kindred professions for 
you, according to your stars.

F.K., Wis.—You asked no question 
and this is a question and answer col
umn. I do not write horoscopes here.

J.B.T., Ill.—Cheer up, my friend. 
You will be in your present location for 
only a very short time. Things are chang
ing for you and before the Spring is 
gone you’ll have an opportunity to be 
transferred to another place with quite 
a bit of new responsibility on your 
shoulders that you will bear success
fully.

C.A.B.,  Wis.—Happiness? Plenty of 
it! Just you wait until your Uranus tran
sits into the 1st degree of Taurus in 
April and May and you will see things 
improving for you in a personal way. 
You are a very particular person, but 
you are to have associates who fit into 
your ideas and ideals. The last half 
of 1935 becomes very good for personal 
affairs, indeed.

M.N.S., Mich.—I would not put much 
confidence in the person you ask about. 
However, later in your life you will 
have a happy married life. Do not be 
too impatient.

M.M.M., Ill.—It would be advisable 
to seek a change in your work about the 
time you read this. From then on 
things ought to be much better for you. 
You will never feel secure nor satisfied 
in your present position.

H.H.B., Tenn.—You can improve 
your financial affairs this year by avail
ing yourself of some new propositions 
which come to you in the late Spring 
months. There are indications of more 
than one source of income for you then, 
and also through the rest of the year.

A.K., N. Y.—The marriage looks im
probable and unsatisfactory. I would 
advise you to forget it and look for a 
younger man.

C.A.,  Okla.—The young man has in
deed a very marvelous nature, is tal
ented for leadership, has great organiz
ing ability, has not enough confidence 
in himself. Is capable of handling ex
ecutive positions with large concerns, 
especially Floristry concerns, etc. Will 
have an opportunity to secure a rather 
National Position through the death of 
an official before he reads this; if he 
has the courage he should have, he will 
have a chance to obtain it. If not, he 
will have some other chances during the 
year. Teaching is in his favorable lines, 
but not as satisfactory as executive 
management. He should make a con
nection East, either in Chicago or New 
York. Great harmony in business and 
friendship between you is denoted, but 
not for marriage, am sorry to say.

R. I.P., Md.-—-There are four Unions 
of affection in your chart. Two are 
probably mere love affairs that do not 
result in marriage. One is likely a 
partnership or close companionship. 
The other is likely marriage. He is tall, 
considered handsome, middle-aged, very 
ambitious, romantic and fond of travel. 
His birthday should be the last of Sep
tember or first half of October.

M.P.V., Mass.—By all means take up 
Dramatics and aim for a Radio career. 
The other lines you mention will not 
give you enough opportunity to express 
the refined features of your nature.

J.A.R., N. Y.—You would be much 
more successful in literary or publish
ing endeavors. You are much too am
bitious and have too many original 
ideas to waste your time in a commer
cial office doing subordinate work.

I.E.W.,  Ill.—Without hour of birth 
it is difficult to answer your question. 
I doubt that you will be in your pres
ent position for long, as changes are 
denoted this Spring.

A.M., Calif.—Yes, there is an oppor
tunity to dispose of your property this 
summer, Offers in August and Sep
tember look profitable.

V.M.L., Calif.—Some improvement in 
his health temporarily is shown. I do 
not predict the date of death.

M.D.B., Kan.—It would be best for 
you to move to the Missouri town and 
build. Advise you to abandon the plan 
to move to Chicago.

S. F.S.M., Calif.—You should trade in 
your house and move to the city. Fi
nances have been bad for you in the 
past, but show considerable improve
ment the last half of 1935.

A.B., Mass.—-Yes, there will be a ben
eficial change late this summer, so that 
you will be able to care for your grand
child and things will be better than 
they have been for a long time for you. 
You will have a home and be very hap
py indeed.
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MYSTIC PHILOSOPHY
• Are you seeking truth, happiness, pros
perity, friendship, and a method for ob
taining things desired?
© After centuries of silence, Mystic Phil
osophy, the truths of Occult Christianity 
and Esoteric Science are being brought 
to light and compiled in concise, easily 
understandable lessons.
• Law of Karma and Reincarnation taught 
to the seeker. Write for information.

INSTITUTE OF MYSTIC PHILOSOPHY
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“HUMANITY”
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sued monthly. Published on a ranch In 
the shadows of the Rocky Mountains. 
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ARTHRITIS
Waterless Diet Dissolves Deposits.
Send for FREE booklet, “The One Under

lying Cause of Every Disease,” “Brain Nutri
tion,” “Constipation Overcome Naturally.” 
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VOCATIONAL and 
CHARACTER

ANALYSIS
A Study of Human Nature

A study that reveals your real nature. A study of 
HUMAN FACES.

Can you read it? You have often formed definite 
opinions about different personsj can you tell what 
there was about that face that made you form your 
opinions? If not then you need to study character 
analysis. It will not only help you read people on 
sight, but to decide much about a person’s ability 
and fitness for certain lines of work.

MARRIAGE
A knowledge of this subject will be of the greatest 

aid in selecting a wife or husband. It may show ob
jectionable qualities that have never been revealed by 
your associations. It will help married couples to 
better understand each other.

PARENTS AND SCHOOL TEACHERS
There is no way of determining the great value of 

this subject to teachers and parents. It will help 
you to understand the different traits and dispositions 
of children.
SALESMEN, MINISTERS, BUSINESS MEN 

No one needs a better understanding of human na
ture than you. This study enables one to decide if 
a person is Intelligent, Honest, Conscientious, slow 
or quick thinking, good judgment and many other 
points that are of the greatest value to the person 
meeting the public. Every person’s face is an open 
book and it is your privilege to learn to read it.

BOOK WRITTEN
I have written a small book treatise that deals 

with many features of the face. It discusses many 
of the vital questions and points made in this article. 
It contains many drawings illustrating the important 
point on the face. It will enable you to read many 
people on sight and tell much about their general 
character.

It is a valuable treatise for the beginner, yet car
ries material valuable for the student. Let me send 
you this booklet. Money refunded if not satisfied. 

PRICE $1.00
Address all orders to

DR. E. L. SWICK
Tacoma, Hotel—B Tacoma, Wash.

CONSTIPATED?
MAHATMA GHANDI QUOTES: 

BES-TO-LAX a Blessing to Mankind 
There is no need to suffer any longer when you 
have a chance to convince yourself with the best! 
Sample on request. Kelp Foods. Bath Additions.

BESSEMER CHEMICAL CO. 
26 East 21st Street New York

THE MIGHTY l-AM
is the power that impels to Health, 
Success, Happiness in this Plutonian 
age just starting. LEARN HOW TO 
USE IT. Get my new book, “The 
Mighty I-Am Presence.” You will 
put your feet on the Path to Power.

s
25c

mail
B

Matthews Dawson, Dept. O, 6505 Western Ave., 
Chevy Chase, Maryland.

zAre you moving?
© Why not live among people who think as 

you do and be happy with your Occult 
books ?

• Housekeeping and sleeping rooms. Rates 
reasonable. Steam Heat. Hot and cold 
water in every room. Garage accommo
dations.

© 1904-6 North Clark Street, corner of Wis
consin, opposite beautiful Lincoln Park, 
Chicago, Illinois.

Bringing Your Stars to You — (Continued from, page IS)

GEMINI
(For those born between 

May 21-June 21)
Things can’t happen to you all of the 

time, you know. So if you should ex
perience a bit of rest and relaxation 
from strenuous activity now, you just 
be sure that it is a condition that na
ture is bringing to you to regain some 
expended vitality. Therefore, suppose 
you run off by yourself somewhere 
where you will not be annoyed with the 
routines of the day and try to hoard 
up your strength and work on some 
plans for the future.

Guard your health and do not take 
any risks or chances with it. Consult 
your Daily Guide in this issue to pre
vent accidents, especially on days that 
are marked with a small a. And then 
too, there is a chance to get your af
fairs in a jam through trying to ac
complish too much and not having 
enough patience in letting things de
velop. You’ll gain nothing by forcing 
things now—so be sure to take things 
slow and easy.

The most insignificant things may 
mount in your imagination and appear 
to be huge mountains. Your natural 
fertile imagination is apt to be work
ing overtime here and create some hide
ous things for you. These are things 
which will not mature and you are ad
vised to recreate more and not think 
too much.

CANCER
(For those born between 

June 22-July 22)
Did you ever see a person born in 

Cancer who was not fond of travel and 
change? I didn’t! Well, here, my 
friends of Cancer, will be several 
chances to satisfy that longing. Sur
prises are things which will delight you 
often in May. Happy changes and de
lightful chances are brought to ma
turity through influential people. The 
mail holds some thrills for you and 
propositions pending from the past may 
be renewed; they all look good, so you 
are advised to consider them favorably.

You seem to have been planning 
something for quite some time past—■ 
just what that is depends upon the in
dividual, as all Cancer people will not 
have the same plans, yet all Cancer 
people will have planned something in 
the recent past which has not matured 
yet. But now, in May, you can mate
rialize this plan if you will promote it.

Finances look encouraging for the 
month, and new friendships come to 
grace your happiness. Health appears 
to be good provided you do not become 
lax in attention to the daily laws of 
hygiene. Possible news of sickness and 
bereavement among friends several 
times, yet these are not intimate asso
ciations.

LEO
(For those born between 

July 23-Aug. 22)
What! Is this May already? How 

time flies! You of Leo will suddenly 
come into a realization that the year is 
slipping by and you haven’t accom

plished as much as you wanted to ac
complish. Now that is not so sad as 
you may think. Because in May come 
many opportunities to carry out things 
postponed from other months.

Money? Yes, you can earn more of 
it now if you set about doing so. Several 
chances to cash in on propositions of 
the early Spring present themselves. 
Collection of money due, if any, should 
be easy now.

And travel—oh, yes, I must not for
get that because you Leos do like to 
travel, eh? All right, then, about the 
4th or 5th take a trip which would turn 
out splendidly. Again, the 20th and 24th 
favor travel which would result in suc
cess or gain. Those of you who are 
romantically inclined will find this a 
swell month for such affairs, as well as 
adventure, excitement and thrills in 
personal affairs. While we are at it, 
let’s make a big month of it and start 
some important things on their way, 
because things promoted now should 
succeed with little effort.

VIRGO
(For those born between 

Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Well—well! Do you of Virgo ever 

take time off to rest? You have been 
rather impetuous lately and April per
haps did not contain as much progress 
as you would like to have had. That 
isn’t my fault—it’s the fault of your 
stars. Since you cannot reach up in 
the sky and move them around where 
you please to have them I guess you’ll 
just have to abide by them and wait 
until they incline to better things. And 
when is that? It’s now! Right here 
in the merry month of May. Can you 
imagine that?

Popularity is an important feature 
for this month and favors from noted 
people or influential friends. If you do 
not get out of the rut you’ve been in 
for so long now, I’ll be surprised at you. 
Your stars are favoring some beneficial 
things—so arise early each day and 
apply yourself diligently to your tasks 
for in all affairs you handle this month 
you should realize some dividends of 
success and gain.

Health—oh, well, we don't need to 
mention that if you take reasonable 
care of yourself. Finances? Yes, I 
suppose we better mention that; they 
are to show some improvement as the 
month grows older. Go after things 
in a big way, and travel some too, if 
you wish. Much correspondence is in
dicated and things at a distance appear 
to be very interesting.

LIBRA
(For those born between

Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
So that’s what the noise was that I 

heard? It was you Librans singing the 
blues! Well, glory be—you won’t need 
to do so any longer, as May brings 
some important features to bear that 
will benefit you and raise you on a 
higher mental level. Happiness devel
ops in your domestic life and in your 
social or friendly relationships. Health 
is much improved and a chance to earn
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more money. Relief from expenses and 
favors from others.

Being naturally psychic, I should say 
it would be a splendid idea for you to 
heed your hunches and impressions this 
month. By doing so, you will be led 
into some very progressive channels 
and propositions.

While you are coming into an im
proved period here, why not plan big 
things instead of small ones? Go on, 
all of you in the Libra family, and 
“hitch your wagon to a star”; you’ll 
be taken for a happy, joyful and pros
perous ride. The month shows good 
for travel, too, and some romance and 
thrills or adventure accompanying trips 
will thrill you to your feet. It is a 
good month, believe it or not; you will 
believe it when it’s over.

SCORPIO
(For those born between 

Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
I do not know why I feel sorry for 

you, but I do. I guess it is because 
you seem to have been running around 
in circles through April and not getting 
as much accomplished as you’d like to. 
Do not expect much change from this in 
May. It is still a sort of “merry-go- 
round” month—so be wise and do not 
expect much to mature now; then you 
won’t be disappointed, you know.

You’ll have some imposition from 
others, an under-current of inharmony 
may spread through your home or 
friendship affairs. You may encounter 
some undeserved criticism or slander, 
but shucks, why worry about something 
you can’t help? Just consider the 
source and promptly dismiss it from 
your mind. Will you of Scorpio prom
ise me you’ll do that now, instead of 
letting your ire get the best of your 
better judgment? Do not dare to go 
into angry tantrums here; it will not 
benefit you one iota.

Guard the health carefully and avoid 
accidents. I refer you to your Daily 
Guide in this issue—live by it diligently 
this month and take things slow and 
easy. Bend over close, I’ll whisper 
something in your ear: June looks 
much better, so cheer up!

SAGITTARIUS
(For those born between 

Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
“If I could just know what to expect, 

I would know how to act.” How many 
times have you said or thought that? 
Well, say, what do you suppose I am 
writing this forecast for? Read on and 
consider yourself informed. There 
come times in life when the stars leave 
things in our hands just to see how 
good a manager we can be. That is 
just what happens to you here, so let’s 
see how good a Captain of your ship 
of life you will be.

Nothing of importance is placed be
fore you here, you have to go out and 
seek things. The main thing is, keep 
busy and do not do too much thinking. 
Go after things and manage the details 
as you go along. You will not be per
mitted to make plans of details first 
and then carry them out. No, sir, not 
in May! So you might as well know 
the truth and act accordingly.

Come on, now, brace up, force a 
smile, read your Daily Guide in this 
issue, and force some connections, de
termine to earn more money and then 
go about earning it. No one will feel 
sorry for you now and create an open
ing for you—it will be necessary for 
you to go out and create them yourself. 
How about it, are you equal to the 
task? Surely you are, all you have to do 
is to get your own consent. Now that you 
know what to expect for May, set about 
making it a good month in spite of other 
things. Friends may seem cool, and other 
annoyances or impositions come up, but 
you just exalt the “god within you” and 
master these things like a professional.

CAPRICORN
(For those born between

Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Some kind of a spurt in your busi

ness, profession or occupation seems to 
take place here. You of Capricorn will 
jump at this opportunity. However, 
look here, you are apt to be so diligent
ly engrossed in the daily trend of your 
affairs that you might overlook an op
portunity to turn in a rather large 
amount of money, and to you of Cap
ricorn that would be a serious calamity. 
So keep your eyes open, and be alert to 
all developments around you now. Some 
promotion is sure to come your way if 
you deserve it from past records, and 
most of you will deserve it.

Sometimes we can sit by and adjust 
ourselves to things as they occur, but 
not so in May for you in the Capricorn 
family. You will have to be up and 
doing all of the time to keep things 
from piling up on you. Be sure to be 
discreet about the handling of money 
now, lest it disappear from your fingers 
too easily.

Pay no attention to others if they 
suggest you are not looking well. I 
know of too many people who have be
come ill just because of such sugges
tions. There will be nothing seriously 
wrong with your health if you take 
care of yourself normally. If you do feel 
badly, consult your physician and 
you’ll see he will agree with me that it 
is mostly mental.

AQUARIUS
(For those born between

Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
Who said that the world was a tough 

place in which to live? Was that you? 
If so, you’ll probably change your mind 
now, as May looks like a rather bril
liant month in all of your affairs. Do
mestic life appears to be rather delight
ful and pleasant. Improvements in 
finances. Fewer expenses. New friends. 
Favors from old friends. Opportuni
ties for travel. Improved health. Gifts 
from others, etc.

All of these things in the lineup for 
May and you would dare to say life is 
dull! If you are one of the Aquarians 
who belong to some lodge or fraternity, 
you can expect honor from that direc
tion now. Or if you are connected with 
any other live organization of any kind, 
there is some progressive activity in 
connection with it in May.

Plans for trips seem to be maturing.
(Continued on page 28)

Choked info stillness by the rising waters were the 
words of wisdom of a vast forgotten people. Majestic 
structures once stood where now is naught but the 
ocean's roar. By what mysterious means did the sur
vivors reach Egypt's shore? What magnificent wisdom 
did they bring as their heritage?

Before death sealed their lips they imparted to se
cret Brotherhoods their knowledge. The Pyramid 
stands as silent testimony to their greatness. There 
began the schools of secret wisdom; the traditions of 
this knowledge have come down the ages as a guide 
for those who seek happiness and mastery of life. For 
centuries the Rosicrucians have searched out and per
petuated this store of fascinating truths.

This Sealed Book Loaned to You
If you are willing to study and apply unusual knowl- 

edge, a Sealed Book will be loaned you without cost, 
revealing how you may acquire these secret teach
ings. Write to Scribe F. S. H.

Rosicrucians 
-AMORC-

SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA.

rrom a 1 housand rathoms I Jeep

The Secret Knowledge
of a Lost Race

STUDY FOR THE DEGREE 
of Doctor of Psychology (P«.D.), Doctor of 
Metaphysics (Ms.D.), or Doctor of Divinity 
(D.D.) by correspondence in the quiet of your 
own home. Write for further information.

The College of Divine Metaphysics, Ino. 
Dept. 8, 2811 N. Illinois Street 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Do You Say
Ad'dress for A-dress' 
Dat’a for Day'ta
Kew'pon for Coo'pon 
Bowe'kay for Boo-kay'

The first pronunciations are all in
correct.
• Should you like to enrich your vo

cabulary, improve your speech, 
and know that you are speaking 
correct, effective English?

Correct English 
(How to Use It) 

A monthly magazine (edited by the 
international authority, Josephine 
Turck Baker, Ph.D.) will keep your 
speech correct—alive—distinguished.
• Tear the “coo'pon” NOW and you 

will receive a SAMPLE COPY 
BY RETURN MAIL.

Correct English Publications 
Evanston, Illinois

Send me a copy of your magazine by 
return mail. I am enclosing ten cents 
in stamps or currency to pay the 
mailing charge.
Mrs.
Miss
Mr............................................ .................... ........... .......

Address_____ ____ __________ ___ _____________

—-............. —---------- ---------------------------------------- I
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Banish the craving for tobacco as 
thousandshave. Make yourself free 
and happy with Tobacco Redeemer. 
Not a substitute, not habit forminf.r. 
Write for free booklet telling of in- 
j urious effect of tobacco and depend
able, easy way to relieve 
the craving many men have.
Newell PharmacalCo. 
Dept. 340 Clayton, Mo.

FREE 
BOOK

Bringing Your Stars to You--  (Continued from page 27)

THEOSOPHY
Answers the Riddle of Life
Unveils the Mystery of Death
Brings Happiness to Those Who Understand 

Send 10c for interesting pamphlets and catalog 

THE THEOSOPHICAL PRESS Wheaton III.

THE HERMETIC SCHOOL
Wallace Watkins, Teacher and Founder

If you are looking for the Scientific Occult, Hap
piness, Health and Long Life, I WILL HELP 
YOU. This is not a one man’s idea, it is QUAB- 
BALLA, OCCULT MASONRY and SUPER YOGA 
(Longevity); and the only School in the U. S. A. 
offering this method. Traditional FREE WILL 
OFFERING basis. Write me:

THE HERMETIC SCHOOL
Sta. C, Box 194, Los Angeles, California

GET THIS!

Acid-Alkaline Food Chart 
Just compiled and published 

By Clarke Irvine, Editor 
California Health Newa 
50c — SPECIAL — 50c 

Includes his book, “Health” 
85c value, only 50c 

Send today for this special offer 
4511G Avocado Hollywood, Calif.
Include 6c for sample copy of current issue

STUDY ASTROLOGY
It will help you as ft has helped thousand» to 
solve Life’s problems.
Astro-Analysis .......................Llewellyn George 11.00
Astrologer's Searchlight,... " ** 1.00
Cosmic Vibrations................ ” " 1.00
Get Rich and Stay Rich.... " " 1.00
How Planets Affect You.... " ” 1.00
Moon’s Sign Book................ ” *’ 1.00
Planetary Hour Book..........  ” ** 1.00
Powerful Planets ................ " '* 1.00
Practical Astrology for Every

body .................................... “ ” 1.00
You and I «nd the Stars... ” " -2S
A to Z Horoscope Maker.. “ ” 4.0®

THE OCCULT BOOK MART 
1900 North Clark St. Chicago, Illinois 

Marriages around you prove interest
ing. Popularity is denoted. You are 
projecting your thoughts and plans into 
the summer months now; go ahead and 
make some extensive plans, because you 
will be able to carry most of them out 
to the letter; however, be sure to ex
tend them past August, as after August 
is your most favorable time, therefore 
plan in May for the late summer.

PISCES
(For those born between 

Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Activity! Magic word to you of 

Pisces, eh? If that is what you have 
been waiting for, you will wait no 
longer, as May is full of it. And here 
is some good news—you might have in
come from a new source now. That is, 
you might have more than one source of 
income. Imagine that! Other things 
develop as the month progresses to fill 
your life with more completeness than 
it has had in quite a long time.

You come in for your share of sur
prises this month, too. Those people 

Atlantis and Lemuria--  (Continued from page 6)

beyond Easter Island near the Antarc
tic, near Southern India, Ceylon, Su
matra, Madagascar and Australia. To
day a remnant of this gigantic conti
nent comprises a part of Africa, and 
its mountain tops are the Pacific 
Islands. In the ancient days of Le- 
muria neither Africa, Europe nor 
America existed, and only a small part 
of Asia.

Strictly speaking, Atlantis was a 
part of Lemuria, as was the North 
American continent. What is known 
as Atlantis was no new mass of land, 
but an upheaval of old lands. Thus, 
while the retrograde portions of Le
muria are found in Alaska today, the 
ancient Atlanteans were developed from 
the more ancient Lemurians.

The British Isles were probably the 
highest part of the continent of Atlan
tis, but the capital was in that part 
which is now the Azores. Fourteen 
thousand years ago the Atlantean civ
ilization had spread to what is now the 
United States with cities as far north 
as the region of the present Great 
Lakes. An important one of those 
cities was that of Bab, on the present 
site of the City of Chicago.

The people of Atlantis were great 
and learned scholars in whom the psy
chic sense was very well developed. But 
they came to depend upon their priest
hood, who did not educate the coming 
generations in the exalted knowledge 
of natural forces, and their decay and 
dissolution came approximately 12,000 
years ago.

Many of the ancient Atlanteans are 
represented in the scientific minds in 

you have known for a long time who 
were mere acquaintances may turn out 
to be bona fide friends here and do 
things to greatly enhance your connec
tions or standing. More luck: you will 
have chances to take trips, and if you 
will do so, I am sure you will discover 
that most of them result in unexpected 
gains or increases.

Your mind will be unusually alert, 
your judgment of a superlative nature 
and your ambitions soaring to the sky, 
therefore this should be a most progres
sive month for all of you in the Pisces 
family. Health appears to be safe pro
vided ordinary hygiene is observed. 
New friends and new connections bene
fit you. Favors from relatives or 
neighbors also spur your prospects. 
Strong hunches and impressions, if fol
lowed, will lead you in the right direc
tion for adventure, gain and prosperity. 
Activity, did you say? “All things 
come to those who patiently wait”— 
therefore you have not waited in vain. 
Congratulations !

the United States, and there is definite 
record of their connection with the 
ancient Mayans. Yucatan was once the 
bottom of a sea. It stretches out to 
form a bridge to the Azores at a par
ticularly shallow part of the Atlantic 
Ocean, and it is easily plausible to see 
how a cataclysmic upheaval of the 
ocean bed at that point would account 
for a break from the mainland of the 
Atlantean continent.

Atlantean and Mayan architecture, 
different from all other civilizations, is 
very similar. The Dresden Codex of 
Yucatan describes the Atlantean Del
uge, and the Troana MSS. also de
scribes the sinking of Atlantis. This 
Manuscript describes the ancient At
lanteans as a black-skinned race, and 
we remember that Africa is today the 
chief remnant of Lemuria.

Plato’s first King of Atlantis was 
Poseidon, who ruled three island King
doms—North and South America and 
Atlantis.

There is a monument in Mexico erect
ed to those who were saved from the 
Atlantean disaster, perfectly oriented 
between the two oceans, and it is high
ly probable that the ancient Mayans 
inter-married with both the Atlanteans 
and the Lemurians.

The word “Maya” is found in many 
countries—Asia, Africa, Europe, and 
always means the power of Wisdom. 
Symbols of the ancient Mayans are 
identical with those of ancient Egyp
tian temples, and of modern Freema
sonry, and it is known to occultists that 
the Old Testament contains the At
lantean Mystery teaching.

If You Enjoy Reading
THE OCCULT DIGEST

Tell Your Friends About It

It pays to pay attention to the ads appearing in

THE OCCULT DIGEST
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Drama of Stellar Triangle — (Continued from page 9)
Some minerals are used in our bodies 

without plant intervention; but that 
which more commonly is referred to as 
food is all manufactured by plants. It 
comes to us direct from the vegetable 
world, or indirectly from creatures that 
have so obtained it.

Before even suggesting the vast sig
nificance of polarity, I believe it should 
be ascertained why, even though it be 
thus important, it should have been 
placed at the very beginning of the 
zodiac. Let us, then, take the story 
which has come down to us from the 
same remote past, and which serves as 
a commentary to the first pictograph 
of the decanate circle. We might well 
suppose that the start of the starry 
circle would find explanation in the uni
versal symbolism of the commencement 
of some sacred work. Let me quote, 
therefore, the first three verses of the 
Bible:

“In the beginning God created the 
heaven and the earth. And the earth 
was without form and void; and dark
ness was upon the face of the deep. 
And the spirit of God moved upon the 
face of the waters. And God said, Let 
there be light; and there was light.”

Great scientific learning is possessed 
at the present day. But with it all, no 
better nor more scientific description of 
the bringing into existence of the ma
terial universe has ever been offered. 
Out in the infinite spaces, Millikan be
lieves matter is being created, and 
Jeans believes matter is being de
stroyed, as revealed by the terrific en
ergy released in the formation of the 
cosmic ray.

Many scientists hold that stresses in 
the ether shear out right-hand and left
hand spirals of motion which are posi
tive and negative charges of electricity 
such as, according to Millikan and 
Jeans, form the protons and electrons 
of matter which out in space is being 
created or destroyed. It is the same 
kind of matter of which our world is 
composed.

Substituting the ether of science, in 
which matter is now being created or 
destroyed—and the occult scientist says 
both—for heaven, and the matter 
sheared out of it, or formed in what
ever way science finally decides, for the 
earth, and we possess two sides of the 
constellated triangle, and a Bible de
scription of the beginning of physical 
existence which at every point is paral
lel to that of material science.

Until there was the stress of two 
forces, strains pulling the ether in di
verse directions, our men of science say 
that existence was without form and 
void; and as light is a particular mo
tion in the ether, there was darkness 
everywhere.

Cosmic rays, resulting from the cre
ation or destruction of matter, are in
visible, as are many other waves in the 
ether, and thus even when ether and 
matter, as heaven and earth, are given 
existence, darkness may still accom
pany these waves, moving upon the face 
of the deep.

Nevertheless, this interaction, or po
larity, generates movement; in fact, no 
movement, physical, mental or spiritual, 
ever takes place apart from the union 
of positive and negative potencies. Thus 
whether visible or not, when heaven 
and earth, positive and negative, ether 
and matter, are present there is action, 
which, as it is chiefly wave-like and not 
understood as to its exact nature, is 
well described as the Spirit of God 
moving upon the face of the waters, 
the third side of the universal triangle.

When however, this energy reaches 
an intensity that causes the electrons 
revolving in given orbits about the nu
cleus of an atom to make big jumps 
from their accustomed orbits to other 
paths, there is a spilling out of energy 
into the surrounding ether which sets 
up these wave-frequencies that we see 
and call light. Light, therefore, while 
not the only product of the first inter
action of positive and negative forces 
that divided ether from matter, heaven 
from earth, was a product that is of 
paramount importance to human life. 
As previously indicated, all the food we 
eat is manufactured by the green leaves 
of plants, and only in the presence of 
light.

To trace the universal application of 
this creative principle would be to en
compass the entire realm of science, 
philosophy and the innumerable rela
tions of life; for the first factors lead
ing to every result are the union of the 
other two sides of the triangle.

As we are interested in the signs, deca- 
nates and constellations, let us consider 
how they are located and measured: by 
triangles, of course. Distances along 
the zodiacal circle from the Vernal 
Equinox, and distances north and south 
of the celestial equator, in fact, all dis- 
stances considered in astrology are 
measured and expressed in degrees of 
arc.

Such an arc is really one side of a 
triangle, the other two sides being the 
lines extending from its ends and meet
ing at the point of observation. The 
number of degrees east or west, north 
or south, either in the sky or on the 
surface of the earth, is merely an ex
pression of the angle between the two 
lines which extend to the extremities of 
the third side of the triangle, which is 
an arc.

The science of spherical geometry 
and the science of trigonometry were 
both developed in olden times and made 
skilled use of by Hipparchus before 
the Christian era, to plot the stars and 
constellations and measure their rela
tions one to the other.

The first measurements of time, and 
also of the positions of the Sun, were 
made by shadows cast by a stake upon 
the ground. By such shadows recorded 
at noon on the longest day and on the 
shortest day of the year, the Chinese, 
in 1100 B. C., ascertained the inclination 
of the earth to the ecliptic. The stake 
and the shadow on the ground formed 
the sides of a right-angled triangle, the 

(Continued on page 32)
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Practical Palmistry — (Continued, from page 10)
at a certain age, for a strong will or 
vigorous brain can often wrest life 
from death.

There will arise in some hands a dif
ficulty in distinguishing the Life line 
from the Fate line or from the Line of 
Mars, or even from the strong influence 
lines which are found inside the Life 
line. As a general guide, the Life line 
should enclose the Mount of Venus 
(pad of flesh under the base of the 
thumb) and not run on top of it.

The line of Life usually rises at the 
side of the hand “under” Mount Jupiter 
(pad of flesh under the index finger), 
for this is its normal source and marks 
the start of the life. At times, how
ever, it may be seen to rise upon Mount 
Jupiter. This will indicate that the 
life will be a most ambitious one, filled 
with desire for success, and that the in
dividual will take every opportunity to 
form the acquaintance of people of 
note. Beyond this variation it is very 
seldom that the Life line rises from any 
other source. The line varies but little 

in its course through the hand, the 
chief change being when the line runs 
closer to the thumb, thus reducing the 
size of the Mount of Venus, and mak
ing the individual cold and unsympa
thetic. Often where the Mount of 
Venus presents a flat appearance, the 
line of Life comes down from between 
the thumb and first finger towards the 
wrist in almost a straight line. This 
makes the Mount of Venus narrow and 
thin in appearance. This formation 
indicates a cold, unresponsive nature. 
There is a lack of natural human 
warmth, and although these people may 
be sensuous, their real love nature is 
“cold.” Where, however, the Mount of 
Venus is high and well developed, so 
that the line of Life sweeps out in a 
wide curve down to the wrist, giving 
the actual appearance of width, it in
dicates a person in whom the vital 
forces are very strong and active. These 
people are warm hearted, sympathetic 
and emotionally responsive, particular
ly if the actual line is clear and strong, 
devoid of any small islands or breaks.

In order to appreciate fully the value 
of the Life line, it is essential that the 
Character of the line be studied closely. 
Where the line is of various thicknesses 
throughout its course, it indicates a 
capricious and fickle temper, often an 
uneven state of health. Where it is 
thin and meager in the center, ill 
health is often indicated during that 
portion of the life. Where the line is 
pale and wide, it is often an indication 
of ill health, a feeble and envious char
acter. The paleness of the line indicates 
defective circulation. A line too broad 
loses much of its value, as it is like 
an overflowing shallow stream inas
much as it ceases to render its accus
tomed service. Where the line is deep 
and red, it often indicates violence of 
temper and a feverish disposition. 
Where it is deep all the way through, it 
bespeaks brusqueness of manner and 
often a rapid wearing out of the sys
tem.

(Continued next month)
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Alchemy of Time — 
of intuition, the guide to inspiration, 
the mother of invention and all indus
try. Third, the science of astronomy, 
the science of all measurement, land, 
nautical and air and even the astronomi
cal influence which predominates and 
determines for us our horoscope of 
every one born under our sun. Fourth, 
the science of Necromancy, the science 
of contact between two minds anywhere 
in the universe science of contact be
tween the earth plane and the plane of 
transition the state where the soul 
works out its salvation and further 
growth in its transition state, from 
which science has been by intuitive con
tact evolved all religions known to 
mankind. These four sciences then 
ALCHEMY, MIND, ASTRONOMY, 
and NECROMANCY, known as the oc
cult sciences initialed spell A. M. A. N. 
and show each man and woman their 
unlimited individual possibilities in the 
broad field of wisdom, of innate abso
lute and understanding providing they 
individually are able to and do relax 
and tune in with their mental radio re
ceiving station, their own mind with 
thought waves in the ether from the 
divine center of the covenant of the 
source of perfection in absolute. To do 
this one must know the laws of light 
and harmony. Further, the human hair 
in the idea of the Creator serves as the 
antenna to the human mind and hence 
its care is essential to correct accurate 
reception mentally with our own 
thought desires which are automatically 
broadcasted from source of absolute, 
but because we are not able to poise 
ourselves and relax we introduce in
dividual static in our minds most often 
through remorse and emotion and su
perstition, the very things that deprive 
us of the good GOD given purpose of 
our very minds. To know all the al
chemic laws only means to know the 
Laws of Light, the laws in brief of the 
Sun and relativity the Messiah of which 
in this age of enlightenment is the hon
orable EINSTEIN who is about as wel
come as the Lord himself in case that 
He should announce himself and it was 
discovered that this time was not a 
Jew and a carpenter but just again 
Son of the Sun and very likely an en
gineer of humans, more of the construc
tive Goethals type.

The laws of air, AVIATION, and 
RADIO and thought transmittal wave 
lengths. The laws of WATER naviga
tion, and irrigation. The laws of soil 
AGRICULTURE to which the whole 
earth plane at present seems to gravi
tate and believe it is a good thing in 
that a good soldier is one that has been 
fed properly. Mining and forestry, 
hence the soil, the source of supply un
til we alchemically turn to the air and 
sun for a further source. These laws of 
LIGHT, AIR, WATER, SOIL, initialed 
as an acrostic spell ALL LAWS and 
then eventually obeying these laws and 
being grateful for it all, we will soon 
hear something about the law of life

SUBSCRIBE TODAY—AND READ THE OCCULT DIGEST

(Continued from page 7)
itself or the law of longevity of spirit, 
soul and body united, amalgamated, for 
a period longer than three-score years 
and ten. Life in formula is justly
L. oyalty, I.ntuition, F.idelity, E.ffi- 
ciency in the use of the other laws 
spoken of above.

In Egypt many centuries ago, A 
MAN conceived and built a Pyramid of 
Gazeith, and on carefully studying the 
dimensions of this massive structure I 
find that the radius of the sphere which 
exactly circumscribes it is 364 feet and 
happens to be the number of days in the 
time consumed by the earth in its path 
about the sun, therefore the correct 
calculation for the year. To divide this 
sum of days into weeks gives a result 
of 52 weeks, these further distributed 
over a period of months, four weeks 
to the month, gives 13 months. This 
makes us short of a name for the addi
tional month, which will be called ARO, 
which suggests the Rule of ALPHA 
and OMEGA, so much spoken of in the 
BIBLE, but sadly never interpreted by 
our great theologians as it was meant 
to be read in that ALPHA is the first 
letter of the Greek alphabet, and Omega 
the last letter in that same alphabet, and 
therefore the name ARO; also the great 
word TaroT, which suggests when T 
truth regulates all things and restores 
them in and to the Christ of perfection 
in all things the thief Titus of old will 
automatically vanish and truth will 
then regulate. Again the great word 
of the ancient one MAGI TAROT sug
gests as an acrostic (look) To Ra (the 
Sun (FOR) T truth and TIME. To 
translate ALPHA and OMEGA into 
English we have everything from A to 
Z. Now if we take the letters of the 
initials of the other twelve months of 
our present system we have J, F, M, A,
M, J, J, A, S, 0, N, D and the new one 
ARO we have an additional letter A.

Formulating these by the science of 
the ALCHEMY of the alphabet in nu
merology we now have F, A, A, M—4 
J, J, J, D—4, M, A, S, O, N,—5, or 13 
in all.

F, A, A, M . . . Alpha Fellowship, 
Alpha Mind.

J, J, J, D . . . Three jacks of Finance, 
a condition; Leadership, and Labor and 
D, duty to the divine laws ALL OF 
ALL LIFE held by the true interpre
tation of the laws of the Alchemic re
generation by conservation of the life 
essence of the amalgamated equation 
MANWOMAN.

M, A, S, 0, N . . . Son of MA, MA—- 
the MIND of ALPHA, reincarnate. 
Rather simple as are all things that are 
of divine innate wisdom by way of in
tuition by the laws of light and har
mony and not by way of ignorance and 
dogmatic darkness and all other propa
ganda that is promulgated as narcotic 
to the masses who surely should at 
least know their alphabet, the abc’s, 
before they begin a crossword puzzle 
which suggests inharmony in even pur
pose and idle play.
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Ghosts
(Continued from page 17)

under Paul’s window, he not only 
howled, but barked furiously. The dog’s 
barking aroused Diana who came down
stairs in her bathrobe and slippers, 
reprimanded him severely, brought him 
into the house and locked him up in 
the kitchen for the balance of the night.

Eugene, being a born psychic, felt 
that Grit’s behavior foreboded some 
impending evil in the near future that 
would befall Mr. Feagans and himself, 
if not the whole family. THE DOG 
KNEW. Paul interpreted the matter 
differently, for he made it a personal 
matter, that it would affect him and 
him alone. He believed that he would 
die because the dog had howled under 
his window in accordance with the old 
tradition. He almost went into a fit 
of nervousness and demanded that the 
dog be killed at once, just as though the 
killing of a dog could in any way stay 
coming events.

(Continued next month)

Personalities That Persist
(Continued from page 18)

but unfortunately, we couldn’t spend Our 
entire lives under a tree 1

Needless to say, we gave up the op
tion, my husband refusing to spend an
other night in that house, and hastily 
repacking our belongings, we moved 
down into the valley. We forfeited our 
view, but gained a musical condition.

I used to believe that persons who 
felt or saw things were mentally twist
ed, but my personal experiences have 
forced me to know that sensitive per
sons, under excitement or fatigue, do 
pass through strange phases and see 
visions and receive warnings.

I have stood on the deck of “Old 
Ironsides” and strangled a desire to 
leap upon the railing and shout “VIC
TORY!” I have held in my hand a 
gold button from Napoleon’s coat and 
saw him as a young man, proud, arro
gant and sure of himself. I have held 
a handful of ancient coins and felt the 
flare of smoky torches, the thundering 
chariots, the hurrying, endangered peo
ple, and I know now that there are 
times when the invisible becomes visible 
and we cross the chasm dividing us 
from the fourth dimension.

ADVERTISE IN THE

OCCULT DIGEST

Handwriting
and no end of submissiveness and sub
servience.

Usually the angle of the writing and 
the pressure of the strokes helps to es
tablish the fact that these people are 
vain and self-conceited.

When, however, these domineering 
people find themselves in a position of 
authority it is very much different. 
Then they are much inclined to be too 
overbearing. Those under them are 
ordered around like slaves. It seems 
as if they in their dignity and vanity 
expect their subordinates to be as sub
servient as they were when they found 
themselves faced by one in authority.

Fortunately writings disclosing these 
proud and domineering traits some
times bring out moderating character
istics. If the slant of the writing 
shows a nature inclined to be friendly 
and the spacing of the words shows a 
tendency towards broadness or unsel
fishness it helps take the edge off the 
sharpness. The domineering tendencies 
are softened by consideration.

This article on writings showing 
pride and dignity or the lack of it 
brings to mind six specimens in par
ticular. These particular writings 
brought out some curious and interest
ing points. In the first place all the 
writers of these specimens were young 
women. In the second place they com
pose three different groups of two each. 
Third, each group of two was, in turn, 
made up of an older girl and her own 
sister. In each instance in the writing of 
the three older girls the “d” and the 
“t” both showed a very high sense of 

Drama of Stellar Triangle--- (Continued from page 29)
hypothenuse being the line from the top 
of the stake to the end of the shadow. 
Measuring this angle at the two speci
fied dates and dividing it by two, gave 
them the angular distance north and 
south of the equator of the tropic of 
Cancer and the tropic of Capricorn.

The astrolabe was invented to meas
ure the angular elevation of stars and 
other bodies which do not cast a shadow 
which can thus be measured. And as 
an astrolabe was a clumsy thing to 
use aboard a rolling ship, in rather 
modern times the sextant was developed 
from it as chief aid to navigation.

Thus it is that triangulation enters 
now into all surveying of the earth and 
all plotting of the heavens; and any 
mariner who would venture far from 
land without an instrument by which, 
through the use of triangulation based 
on his observation of Sun or Moon or 
stars, he can locate his latitude, would 
be deemed mad.

The measurement of angles — trian
gulation—is not merely the first step in 
astronomical knowledge and astrologi
cal practice, but the importance of the 
trinity at the beginning of everything 
has been recognized by all great re
ligions of the world. Father, Son and 
Holy Ghost of Christianity; Brahma, 
Vishnu, Siva of the Hindu faith; Osiris, 
Isis and Horus of ancient Egypt.

(Continued from page 14)
pride. All three are inclined to be 
dignified in their deportment and cer
tainly chose their associates and 
friends according to their social im
portance. Fortunately there are miti
gating influences in all three writings 
which proves them to be friendly and 
considerate. This is indicated in the 
force of the strokes, the angle of the 
writing and the formation of the loops 
in the “g.”

Now consider the script of the three 
younger sisters. Neither of their writ
ings contain the before mentioned 
strong development of pride. They are 
not dignified in the generally accepted 
sense of the word. Yet they have a 
personal sense of pride that certainly 
is responsible for their common sense 
conduct. They are much more friendly 
and more sociable than their older 
sisters. There is a cosmopolitan strain 
in their character which allows them a 
much wider range in their choice of 
friends. All three are more willing to 
accept those they meet for their sound
ness of character. No one of the three 
cares so very much for social impor
tance or prominence.

These three younger sisters are get
ting more out of life than the older 
girls. They have more real pleasure 
and have a much better chance of being 
happy.

What strange twist of fate, inheri
tance or other compelling principle 
gave to all three older sisters a strong 
sense of pride and dignity while all 
three of the younger girls are more 
ready to meet others on a more even 
plane?

Creation involves a trinity, as also 
does destruction. It is only when the 
union of contending or divergent fac
tions is properly directed that we at
tain true progress.

According to this law, either within 
our mental conceptions or within our 
political systems, there must be some 
destruction of the old, worn tissues to 
give place for the sound and new. Yet 
if the old is destroyed too swiftly and 
completely, there is insufficient power 
for recovery.

Fascism pulls to the right and com
munism pulls to the left. If, according 
to ancient stellar teachings, a proper 
triangle is to be constructed, the best 
of each must be embodied in the third 
side to form true democracy. And if 
the best is to be obtained in spiritual 
wisdom, the contention between blind 
faith and prejudiced materialism must 
be compromised by a knowledge of the 
physical world joined to a knowledge 
of the invisible realm and its forces.

Those who are born from March 21 
to March 31, while the Sun is in the 
decanate pictured by Triangulum, are 
distinguished for their Activity. And 
the starry triangle itself sets forth in 
its own symbolical language that: All 
life, thought and action are the product 
of the union of positive and negative 
potencies.
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